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Week celebrates local and international diversity
By COURTNIE PACKER
features editor

The Diversity Council and
International Student Council
(ISC) have joined forces to create
International Education Week
and Diversity Week, beginning
Monday, Nov. 16.
Krista Bustamante, diversity
and campus organizations vice
president, said the goal was to
incorporate and include everyone in a mesh of events and
ideas.
“Sometimes we tend to sectionalize on what diversity is,”
she said. “We tend to focus on
one form of diversity one day
and one another. I didn’t want to
do that. I wanted to incorporate
it all in one day. I wanted to create one blowout event.”
Bustamante said many events
throughout the week may overlap but the different councils
have worked hard to provide the
best for the students.
Vineet Lakhlani, president of
the International Council, said
International Education Week
is not just celebrated at USU but
at universities throughout the
nation. He said International
Education Week is one way of
recognizing and celebrating
the intertwining of different
cultures and students from different countries.
“We have people from all
over the world,” Lakhlani said.
“We have Europeans, Asians,
Indians and even Americans.
What this week is all about is to
be a part of this one movement.
We live in such a small world

and everyone is interdependent.
This is just one way in a college
setting that students can get
an understanding about other
people.”
Many events are scheduled
throughout the week, such as
the Mr. and Ms. International
pageant on Thursday. Satenik
Sargsyan, executive vice
president for the International
Council, said the pageant is a
good way for the 1,500 international students attending USU to
come together. She said 11 contestants will be presenting their
culture on stage this year.
Another large event that is
tying the councils, along with
many clubs, together is the Unity
Carnival taking place Tuesday
in the Taggart Student Center
International Lounge from 9
a.m. to 1 p.m. Lakhlani said the
Unity Carnival will be similar to
any other carnival on campus.
He said by visiting the various booths, students will get a
unique experience and see the
diversity of their peers across
the USU campus.
Bustamante said the carnival
will have 30-40 booths. She said
it is a way to get the clubs together and showcase the unity that is
on campus. Bustamante said the
Diversity Council has chosen the
theme “Your diversity creates
our university” to spotlight the
diversity each person brings that
unifies USU’s campus.
Bustamante said there are
two ways to look at the theme
of the week. She said first, they

- See DIVERSITY, page 3

Local police departments call on USU Bomb Squad
By BENJAMIN WOOD
news senior writer

In August, a suitcase was left leaning against the wall
of Washington Federal Savings on 400 North. It was
approached by a 750-pound robot, which proceeded, after
examination, to detonate its contents. Soon after, a man
in an 80-pound bomb suit entered the scene to confirm
that the suitcase didn’t hold any dangerous material and
removed it from the scene.
“It was a little strange,” Washington Federal manager
Kevin Moser said.
The incident took place after hours at the bank. Moser
said he was at home when he received a call from the Logan
Police Department informing him that the suspicious package had been detonated at the bank, causing minor damage
to some water lines that would need attention.
Squad Cmdr. Steve Milne said there is a risk, albeit
small, of causing a larger detonation when the robot places
a remote explosive, but when a package’s contents are
unknown human safety is the primary concern.
Milne said the USU Bomb Squad was created in 1985
largely in response to the Unabomber scare. While USU
was never targeted, many of the Unabomber’s packages
were sent from the Salt Lake area and at least one was
recovered at the University of Utah, Milne said.
For more than a decade, Milne was the sole member of
the USU Bomb Squad, until the FBI mandated that squads
have at least two technicians in 1998. Today it is made up
of three men – Milne from USUPD, Randy Craner of the
Logan City Fire Department and Mitch Frost of the Cache
County Sherriff’s Office – with two more members to be
instated sometime next year.
Hazardous device technicians, or “bomb techs,” are
certified through a six-week program at the FBI Hazardous
Device School in Huntsville, Ala., Milne said. There, they
undergo scenario-based training that familiarizes them
with circuitry, electronics, explosives, dismantling and

safety. They are required to return every three years for
recertification.
“It was absolutely fantastic, some of the best training
I’ve ever done,” Craner said.
Craner, a paramedic captain with the fire department,
came on board in 2002. He was told that a search was being
conducted for new bomb techs and put his hat in the ring.
“It was something that I was always interested in,”
Craner said.
In the case of the Washington Federal incident, Craner
was the man in the suit, though at the time he was in a
lighter version than what techs are often called on to wear.
The suits are made of heavy Kevlar and with the helmet
can be quite cumbersome and exhausting, Craner said, and
severely limits vision and mobility.
“It’s spooky. You can only see about eight inches around,”
Craner said.
Craner called the full gear set the “dome of ignorance,”
and said he, together with Frost and Milne, will go over
what needs to be done after suiting up.
“You don’t want to be sloppy when you’re hot and tired,”
Craner said. “We’re pretty smart. Between all three of us we
can figure stuff out.”
Over the years, the USU Bomb Squad has grown in more
ways than just manpower.
“Hollywood shows the guy going up and cutting the red
wire,” Milne said. “In the old days that’s about all I had,
wire cutters and basic tools. Until 2001, I had the bare
minimum in X-rays, bomb suits and hand equipments.”
In the squad’s equipment trailer there’s still plenty of
wire cutters, but there’s also a $175,000 robot.
Complete with four cameras, a microphone, speaker and
moveable claw the robot can climb stairs, open doors, pick
up objects and make quick work of a suspicious package.
By sending in the robot, bomb techs are able to stay out of

- See BOMB, page 3

THE BOMB ROBOT, used by the USU Bomb Squad, sits in a trailer at the USU police station along with bomb suits and
other equipment. The USU Bomb Squad serves Cache, Rich and Box Elder counties. CODY GOCHNOUR photo
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Celebs&People
BERLIN (AP) – German
police said Sunday that they
had searched a home in connection with an alleged extortion
scheme targeting former supermodel Cindy Crawford and
her family.
U.S.
authorities had
said Thursday
that a German
man had been
charged in
the U.S. with CRAWFORD
trying to
extort $100,000 from Crawford
and her entrepreneur husband
Rande Gerber over a photo of
their daughter, then 7, bound to
a chair and gagged.

NewsBriefs
Animal abuse
claims at Utah labs
SALT LAKE CITY (AP)
– Federal officials say they’ll
look into complaints by the
animal rights group PETA
about the treatment of animals
at University of Utah research
facilities.
People for the Ethical
Treatment of Animals says
one of its agents spent eight
months working undercover
in the labs and documented
neglectful and harmful conditions.
The group says it documented a cat that had its skull
cut open so electrodes could be
implanted on its brain, and kittens that died after chemicals
were injected into their brains.

LateNiteHumor
Tuesday Nov. 10 – Top 10
Ways The Marines Are
Celebrating Their 234th
Birthday.
10. Sleeping in until 5 a.m.
9. Trying to find enough
paper to gift-wrap a CH-53E
Super Stallion cargo helicopter.
8. We rented the entire Times
Square Olive Garden.
7. My mom is baking 200,000
cupcakes.
6. When you work on an
amphibious transport dock,
every single day is like your
birthday.
5. Trying to get booked on
Leno’s “10 at 10.”
4. Protect United States from
that hair-pulling soccer player
Staff Sergeant Crystal Taylor.
3.Pint of ice cream and some
“Sex and the City” DVDs.
2. Presenting jokes that don’t
seem particularly funny, sir.
1. Being badass, as usual.

Officials discuss plans for Gitmo inmates in Ill.
CHICAGO (AP) – Gov. Pat Quinn and U.S. Sen. Dick
Durbin on Sunday tried to build support and counter
criticism of a proposal to sell a prison in rural northwestern Illinois to the federal government to house
Guantanamo Bay detainees and other inmates.
Federal officials are expected to visit the maximum
security Thomson Correctional Center, about 150 miles
west of Chicago, on Monday.
Both Quinn and Durbin said the possibility of selling the prison to the federal government was a once-ina-lifetime opportunity to help create about 3,000 jobs,
both at the prison and directly in surrounding communities in an area where unemployment has topped 10
percent.
“We have an opportunity to bring thousands of
good-paying jobs to Illinois when we need them the
most,” Durbin said at a news conference in Chicago, one
of several Illinois stops Sunday. “We have an opportunity to bring them to a part of our state that has been
struggling and that’s an opportunity we are not going to
miss.”
Critics, including Republican members of Congress
from Illinois and GOP candidates for governor, have
been quick to condemn the prospect of the sale because
of safety concerns.
GOP gubernatorial candidate Andy McKenna said
Quinn’s plan to cut spending and create jobs includes
bringing “terrorists to Illinois.”
“I wholeheartedly oppose Governor Quinn and
President Obama’s efforts to move Gitmo detainees to
our neighborhoods,” McKenna said in a statement.
The plan to consider using the Thomson facility was
first reported by the Chicago Tribune.
Thomson has been largely vacant since its construction in 2001 because of budget problems. The prison
was built with 1,600 cells, but only about 200 minimum
security inmates are held there.
Durbin brushed off security concerns, saying convicted terrorists are already incarcerated in federal prisons without incident.
He said fewer than 100 of the inmates at Thomson
would be Guantanamo Bay detainees if the Federal
Bureau of Prisons buys the facility. Federal officials
would even erect a more secure perimeter around the
prison to beef up security, he added.
“We’re here today to let the people know we’re not
going to let the fearmongers carry the day,” Quinn said.
“We’re going to do things right, the Illinois way.”
President Barack Obama’s administration wants to
close Guantanamo Bay, a military run detention center
in Cuba, and move the detainees to the U.S. so they can

A VIEW OF THE MAXIMUM–SECURITY Thomson Correctional Facility is seen Saturday, Nov. 14, in
Thomson, Ill. The Obama administration may buy the Thomson Correctional Facility in rural northwestern Illinois to
house detainees from Guantanamo Bay along with federal inmates, a White House official said Saturday. AP photo

be prosecuted for their suspected crimes.
The detainees are alleged terrorism suspects who
have been held often without charges since the beginning of the war in Afghanistan.
Local and state officials will be at Thomson on
Monday for an inspection by the Federal Bureau of
Prisons and Department of Defense representatives.
U.S. Rep. Donald Manzullo, a Republican whose district includes Thomson Correctional Center, was invited
to Monday’s meeting with federal officials at the prison
but he did not plan to attend, his spokesman Rich
Carter said Sunday.
Manzullo said he adamantly opposes the proposal,
despite the jobs it would bring to the area.
Federal officials were considering Thomson along
with a facility in Florence, Colorado and a site in Hardin,
Montana.
Some 215 detainees remain at Guantanamo Bay,
and Durbin says the administration has talked to other
countries about taking some of them.
Durbin said he didn’t know when the Obama administration would decide, but hoped Illinois would have an
advantage because of Obama’s connection to the state.
“He understands this part of our state, he knows the

state of the economy there,” Durbin said.
Quinn said he talked to Obama about a prison deal
regarding Thomson during a recent trip to Washington
Jack Lavin, a top aide to Quinn, said Quinn does not
need legislative approval to sell the prison property.
But the legislature would get involved when it comes to
awarding jurisdiction if it becomes a federal prison.
Thomson Village Board President Jerry Hebeler lobbied Quinn to consider selling the prison to the federal
government to help rejuvenate the area that has suffered
because the prison never fully opened.
“After eight years of living in limbo, we are open to
any and all alternatives,” Hebeler said.
Reaction from some residents of the tiny village of
about 500 people, has been generally positive.
Craig Mathers, superintendent of the West Carroll
School District, which includes Thomson, attended a
candidate forum where Quinn was speaking Sunday so
that he could get more information.
“I’m not too worried about safety and security
because it was built as a maximum-security prison,”
Mathers said. “I’m more concerned about whether to
prepare for an additional 250 students showing up on
my doorstep next August.”

In first visit to China, Obama walks a tightrope
SHANGHAI (AP) – President
Barack Obama is walking a
tightrope on his first trip to
China, seeking to enlist help in
tackling urgent global problems
while weighing when and how
– or if – he should raise traditional human rights concerns.
Obama arrived in Shanghai
late at night, in a driving rain,
hustling through a phalanx
of umbrella-holding dignitaries to reach his limousine. On
Monday, the president is holding talks with local politicians
and, in one of the marquee
events of his weeklong Asian
trip, conducting an Americanstyle town hall discussion with
Chinese university students.
Thirty years after the start
of diplomatic relations between
the two countries, the ties are
growing – but remain mixed on
virtually every front.
The two nations are partnering more than ever on battling
global warming, but they still
differ deeply over hard targets
for reductions in the greenhouse-gas emissions that cause
it. China has supported sterner

sanctions to halt North Korea’s
nuclear weapons program, but
it still balks at getting more
aggressive about reining in
Iran’s uranium enrichment.
China is a huge and lucrative
market for American goods and
services, and yet it has a giant
trade surplus with the U.S. that,
like a raft of other economic
issues, is a bone of contention between the two governments. The two militaries have
increased their contacts, but
clashes still happen and the U.S.
remains worried about a dramatic buildup in what is already
the largest standing army in the
world.
Amid all that, Obama has
adopted a pragmatic approach
that stresses the positive, sometimes earning him criticism for
being too soft on Beijing, particularly in the area of human
rights abuses and what the
U.S. regards as an undervalued
Chinese currency that disadvantages U.S. products.
Obama recognizes that a
rising China, as the world’s
third-largest economy on the

way to becoming the second and
the largest foreign holder of U.S.
debt, has shifted the dynamic
more toward one of equals.
For instance, Chinese questions about how Washington
spending policies will affect
the already soaring U.S. deficit
and the safety of Chinese investments now must be answered by
Washington.
Second, Obama wants not to
anger Beijing, but to encourage
it to pair its growing economic
and political clout with greater
leadership in solving some of
the most urgent global problems, including a sagging economy, warming planet and the
spread of dangerous weapons.
Obama has talked warmly
toward China, particularly in
the days leading up to his visit.
“The United States does not
seek to contain China,” Obama
said in a speech from Tokyo
on Saturday. “On the contrary,
the rise of a strong, prosperous China can be a source of
strength for the community of
nations.”
One test of the line Obama

is walking on China will be
human rights, including religious freedom in the officially
atheist nation. Aides said in
advance that Obama would raise
several human rights issues
privately with Chinese leaders,
including President Hu Jintao.
But it was unlikely he
would repeat those messages
too stridently in public, out of

concern for angering his hosts.
Even before arriving in China,
for example, he declined to get
specific about human rights
concerns with China in his
Tokyo speech and eschewed the
traditional presidential meeting
with the Dalai Lama while he
was in Washington in June.

Idaho boy kills bear
DRIGGS, Idaho (AP) – An 11-year-old Idaho boy fatally shot
a black bear on his family’s front porch after he said it wouldn’t
leave.
The boy was at his home near Driggs, just west of the IdahoWyoming border, with his younger sisters last Wednesday when
the bear showed up. He says he couldn’t shoo the animal away, so
he went and got a gun and shot it.
Doug Petersen, a conservation officer with the Idaho
Department of Fish and Game, says the boy and his family probably won’t be in any trouble, because the agency had received
multiple complaints about a black bear in the area. The bear had
been hanging around a transfer station and getting into garbage
cans and bird feeders.
Petersen says Fish and Game doesn’t usually issue citations in
situations where the bear had been a problem around humans.
The agency has issued the family a permit to keep the bear’s
carcass.

This year passing your most difficult test
may have nothing to do with college

The Diamond Gall ery
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Archaeology gives evidence of war, speaker says Briefs
Campus & Community

By MIKAYLA RICH
staff writer

Patricia Lambert, associate professor and
anthropology program director, spoke about her
work in California, Colorado and Utah as part of
the Museum of Anthropology’s Saturdays at the
Museum. Lambert began her work in the late 1980s
and has worked in the Santa Barbara channel area
primarily. The lecture Lambert gave was titled “The
Archaeology of War.”
The lecture, which took place in Old Main, dealt
with using resources found at archaeological sites
that give evidences of war. Some of the resources,
Lambert said, that were useful were war weaponry,
pictographs and skeletal remains.
“War weaponry can be useful evidence, but
there’s some problems with that. Most societies use
the same weaponry to hunt that they use to fight
battles with. It may also have symbolic meaning,”
Lambert said. “You want to see the different kinds
of evidence in support of it to argue that this is war
weaponry. So weaponry can be useful, they just
have some issues in terms of interpretation.”
Lambert also looks at bioarchaeological evidence, such as healed and lethal fractures on skulls
found at the sites, as well as projectile wounds on
other parts of the skeletons.
“You can notice that this looks like a depression
in the skull. This means that this person was hit
was a club of some sort
and that the wound healed.
However, if you look at this
skull you can see that there
is just a hole. This was a
fatal blow,” Lambert said.
There are many different reasons people go to
war, Lambert said. During
the climatic anomaly in
the medieval times – 1,000
years or so ago – the world LAMBERT
had a mini ice age. This
affected the tribal societies all over the world.
Lambert noted that in almost all of the societies she

HASS Hour highlights
author Willa Cather

ANCIENT DRAWINGS on stone were displayed in front of the Museum of Anthropology at Saturday’s
event. Patricia Lambert discussed problems that arrive when using archaeology to learn about ancient wars and
lifestyles. STEVE SELLERS photo

studied around the time of the anomaly there was a
jump in violent activity. According to Lambert this
is most likely due to scarcity of food and water.
“It’s interesting to note that a lot of the cliff
dwelling people live in places that are not great
places to set up your house,” Lambert said. “It’s not
clear who they were defending themselves from.
All of the villages were built in the cliffs around the
same time.”
There were also homes built on edges of canyons
with the only door facing the canyon. The people
would risk their lives walking out of their homes
every day in order to defend against intruders.
Lambert explained that the doors would have been
easily defensible since people could push enemies
off the ledge and to their death.

Diversity: Week helps USU think globally
-continued from page 1
try to be as inclusive as possible but not
exclusive for anybody.
“Sometimes people think that diversity
is just for certain people,” she said, “but
that is completely false.”
Second, Bustamante said being yourself also creates the diversity on campus.
She said who you are is your diversity.
Bustamante said students should
get involved with Diversity Week and
International Education Week because
it is great way to meet someone they had
never met, and it gives students a type
of experience they otherwise would not
have had in a classroom setting.
“For me, diversity has an extremely
positive connotation,” she said. “The
word diversity may not have that same

connotation with everybody. My experience with diversity has always been a
celebratory one and I want to incorporate
my view of diversity to everyone.”
Lakhlani said USU President Stan
Albrecht is trying to put USU on a global
level. He said going to events such as
International Education Week is one way
for students to see what they’re getting
into.
“No matter what your major is, eventually you will have to deal with a person
who is from a different country. It is
inevitable,” Lakhlani said. “This is one
great forum to be given to understand
and look at different cultures.”
– courtnie.packer@aggiemail.usu.edu

WHAT’S GOING ON
A schedule of events for Diversity Week and
International Education Week, Nov. 16-20:
Monday:
• All day – Study Abroad Photo Contest, across from TSC Ballroom.
• Noon - 2 p.m. – International Fashion Show, TSC Sunburst Lounge.
• 6-9 p.m. – “A Killer Bargain” movie, TSC Auditorium.
Tuesday:
• All day – Study Abroad Photo Contest, across from TSC Ballroom.
• 9 a.m. - 1 p.m. – Unity Carnival, TSC International Lounge.
• 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. – Multicultural Student Service Cookout, TSC Patio.
• 6-7:30 p.m. – “Muslims of the Media” discussion and panel, TSC Juniper
Lounge.
• 7:30 p.m. – “Kite Runner” play, TSC Auditorium.
Wednesday:
• All day – Study Abroad Photo Contest, across from TSC Ballroom.
• All day – International Dress Day.
• 6-9 p.m. – “El Senor Presidente” movie, TSC Auditorium.

Lambert showed the group a picture of a mass
grave, which is part of the Crow Creek Massacre,
and a picture of the Rwandan genocide and said,
“Clearly Rwanda was a much larger massacre;
however, they look strikingly similar, and I think
that can convey the same sort of intent. This was a
genocide meant to wipe a group of people off the
face of the earth. We sometimes think that this
is something that’s just happening today but the
archaeological evidence suggest that humans have
a greater capacity of this in the past as well. Which
suggest that we really need to take a broader view of
humans and their behavior and why people do the
things they do.”
– mikayla.rich@aggiemail.usu.edu

Bomb: USU squad one of Utah’s eight Utah Symphony
-continued from page 1
pianist to play
harm’s way, and Milne said some squads have even used their robots’
audio capabilities for hostage situations.
“It’s certainly made our job a lot safer,” Milne said.
Milne remembers the day he first picked up the robot in 2003. He
was on his way back to Logan from Salt Lake City when a call came in
about a crudely-wrapped package in a Smithfield mail drop-box with
nothing but the words “Deliver to FBI ASAP” written on it. Using the
robot, the squad detonated the package and found it to contain a bundle
of counterfeit currency.
Craner said most of the squad’s calls come in the form of suspicious
packages, material to be disposed of and the occasional pipe bomb.
These calls are serious but manageable and don’t create too high a level
of anxiety, even when techs have to don the suit.
“I’m not scared,” Craner said of his work. “I just want to take my
time.”
Currently, there are eight bomb squads in Utah, Milne said. The USU
squad covers Cache, Rich and Box Elder counties and averages two calls
per month. Milne and his bomb techs are often called on to assist other
jurisdictions but lately have not had a shortage of local work. In the last
three weeks, they have responded to five calls in Brigham City, where a
local man employed at ATK Thiokol needed to dispose of a large quantity of hazardous material.
“He had seven storage units, big ones, full of hazardous chemicals
and rocket propellant,” Frost said. “They were too scary to leave on site.”
When not responding to calls, the bomb techs return to positions
in their respective entities around the valley. Frost, who works with the
Cache County Sheriff’s Office, said the different organizations are supportive and understanding when the techs need to leave their work to
respond to a situation.
While the squad has not had extremely perilous situations to deal
with during its roughly 24-year existence, the dangers are real, even in
Cache Valley. Frost spoke of an incident where a local rancher took matters into his own hands and was killed while trying to dispose of some
old explosives. Frost urges residents to call the squad when there is any
situation that involves explosives or hazardous material. Anyone calling
the fire department, sheriff’s office, USUPD and LCPD dispatch centers
will be able to notify the bomb squad, and the trained technicians will
know the best way to handle the situation.
“There’s an element of kooky, an element of old things lying around
and, well, you just never know,” Craner said.
– b.c.wood@aggiemail.usu.edu

Thursday:
• All day – Study Abroad Photo Contest, across from TSC Ballroom.
• 1:15-2:15 p.m. – Rwandan Ambassador keynote address, TSC Auditorium.
• 6:30 p.m. – Mr. and Ms. International Pageant, TSC Ballroom.
Friday:
• All day – Study Abroad Photo Contest, across from TSC Ballroom.
• 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. – International Brunch, TSC Patio.

USU hosts bioneer conference
BY USU MEDIA RELATIONS

The Utah Bioneers kick off their
sixth annual sustainability conference
this Friday and Saturday, Nov. 20-21,
at the Eccles Conference Center. This
year’s conference theme is “Crossroads
and Opportunities – Staking a Claim in
Utah’s New Energy Economy.” Along
with energy issues, the conference
– which includes local presentations and
presentations from the Bioneers national
conference in San Rafael, Calif. – will
showcase presentations on the Three Es

of Sustainability – sustainable environment, sustainable economy and sustainable social equity.
Registration is underway. Those interested should visit http://extension.usu.
edu/bioneers for full conference details
as well as registration instructions. This
year, student and faculty rates have been
significantly reduced and are $20 for
two days for students or $15 for one day,
and $30 for faculty and administration,
$20 for one day. All rates include a lunch
of locally-grown food prepared by the
award-winning Culinary Concepts.

The support for HASS Hour,
an intellectual and social gathering sponsored by the College
of Humanities, Arts and Social
Sciences at Utah State University,
continues to grow. The next
offering in the popular series is
Thursday, Nov. 19, with a presentation by Steven Shively, associate
professor of English at USU.
Shively’s presentation is titled
“Willa Cather: From Nebraska to
Utah State to the World.”
HASS Hour begins at 5:15
p.m., with the TimePiece beginning at approximately 6 p.m.
Willa Cather, the subject of
the evening’s topic, is a noted
American author and has proved
to be surprisingly popular in
classrooms around the world,
Shively said. USU’s department
of English publishes the journal
“Teaching Cather” and is among
the leaders in promoting the study
of Cather’s writing in international settings.
HASS Hour is held at
Hamilton’s Steak and Seafood,
2427 N. Main Street. A buffet
with appetizers, desserts, soft
drinks, ice tea or coffee is offered.
Cost is $6.95 per person plus tax
and gratuity and is billed on an
individual basis. Guests can also
order from the menu, and a cash
bar is also available.
For planning purposes, please
RSVP to Natalie Archibald Smoot
in the HASS office, 797-2796, or email natalie.archibald@usu.edu.

THE USU BOMB SQUAD’S ROBOT explores a suspicious package
on the corner of 400 North and Main. The robot is equipped with four
cameras, a microphone, speaker and moveable claw. It can climb stairs,
pick up objects and take care of suspicious packages. photo courtesy of USU
POLICE

Acclaimed pianist Jason Hardink
presents a solo recital in the USU’s
Performance Hall Thursday, Nov.
19, at 7:30 p.m. The recital is presented by the department of music
in the Caine School of the Arts at
USU.
Tickets are available in the Caine
School of the Arts Box Office at
Fine Arts 139-B, 797-8022, online
at http://boxoffice.usu.edu or at
the door. Admission is $8, USU students get in free. Please, no children
under the age of 8.
A pianist of unusual versatility
and depth, Hardink holds the position of principal symphony keyboard at the Utah Symphony.
Hardink has appeared at the Grand
Teton Music Festival, Music on the
Hill and the Cascade Head Chamber
Music Festival.

Food, culture topic
at museum event
On Saturday, Nov. 19, the
Museum of Anthropology’s
Saturdays at the Museum series at
USU hosts a day to celebrate food
and culture around the globe.
Guests can taste and learn about
unique dishes from a variety of
countries.
“Food is a very personal part
of all cultures,” said USU student
and Saturdays program planner Allyson Martin. “Everything
about food is dictated by our
culture from how we prepare it,
to how we serve it, to how we eat
it. No two cultures do things the
exact same way.”
From 10:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.,
museum guests can taste an array
of dishes and learn about their
cultural significance. Recipes will
also be available for guests to take
home and try on their own.
Funding for the event is made
possible by a grant from the U.S.
Institute of Museum and Library
Services. More information about
the IMLS and its grants is available online at www.imls.gov. USU
students and members of the public are invited to the museum any
time during the 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Saturday hours.
The USU Museum of
Anthropology is in the south
turret of the Old Main Building,
Room 252. Free parking is available in the adjacent lot, south of
the building. For more information on this event, call museum
staff at 797-7545.

-Compiled from staff
and media reports
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PoliceBlotter
Saturday, Nov. 7
• USU Police responded to the Spectrum
on a complaint of an unauthorized person selling tickets to the basketball game
in the lobby near the ticket booth. Police
were unable to locate this person. It
appeared that the person sold a ticket or
two, then left the area.
Sunday, Nov. 8
• USU Police responded to assist Logan
City Police with an intoxicated person
near 1400 North and 800 East. Police
determined that the individual was not
from the area and was drinking alcohol
in public. Police booked the individual
into the Cache County Jail as police were
unable to identify him.
• USU Police responded to assist
Smithfield Police and North Park Police
with a domestic dispute near 1600 East
and 2000 North. Police arrested a female
for domestic violence in front of a child,
assault on two police officers, criminal
mischief and intoxication.
• USU Police assisted Logan City Police
on a possibly suicidal individual. This
individual was headed to the campus to
collect his thoughts. The individual was
taken into police custody and transported to the Logan Regional Hospital by a
Logan City police officer.

Why are you living
with a bunch of farm
animals?
Check out
Forest Gate &
University Pines
Apartments

Monday, Nov. 9

$1475 for Spring Semester

• Fully Furnished
• Utilities Included
• Private Bedrooms
• Great Parking & Location
• Wireless Internet & TV

454 N 400 E
forestgatemanagers@live.com

435-752-1516

Receive $100 off rent if you sign up for next school year by 02/07/10!

• Police responded to the Living
Learning Community on an alcohol
problem. An employee for Housing
found alcohol in one of the rooms. After
investigating the call, one individual
was arrested for minor in possession of
alcohol.
• USU Police were contacted by an individual who said his ex-girlfriend was
suicidal. Police contacted Logan Police
as the suicidal individual lives in the city.
USU Police and LCPD responded and
were able to have the individual transported to the emergency room to have
medical treatment.

Monday, Nov. 16, 2009

Contact USU Police at 797-1939
for non-emergencies.
Anonymous reporting line: 797-5000
EMERGENCY NUMBER: 911

• USU Police observed an individual
wearing dark clothing longboarding
down 800 East. Police stopped the individual and warned him for violating city
ordinance.
Tuesday, Nov. 10
• Police responded to the south parking
lot of Old Main because of a male individual who was dodging vehicles as they
passed by. Police searched the area but
could not find the individual. There was
no further action taken.
• Police assisted the Cache County
Sheriff’s Office on trying to locate a student. The search was unsuccessful.
• Police responded to a report of vandalism that occurred west of the Military
Science Building. A generator was damaged by someone who was jumping on
top of it. Police are investigating.
• Police responded to a traffic accident
report that occurred at the west loading
dock of the Taggart Student Center. A
FedEx semitruck accidentally hit a sign
that was near the entry way. A report
was filed.
• USU police officers were dispatched to
Mountain View Tower on an individual
who was sleeping in one of the study
rooms down in the basement. The subject was contacted by police. The subject
admitted that he had been kicked out of
Housing and had been warned not to be
sleeping in that room. The subject was
issued a misdemeanor citation for criminal trespass and released.
Wednesday, Nov. 11
• Police responded to the USU Trailer
Courts on a report of a lost child. The
mother found her child playing next
door to her residence. There was no further action taken.
• Complainant called to inform the
police department that he has been a
victim of identify theft. Police are investigating.

• USU Police received several calls
regarding three students that were burning a book near the Living Learning
Community. Upon arrival Police gathered the burning papers and extinguished the fire. Police were later able to
contact the individuals as one of them
had written her name in the book. Police
are still investigating.
• USU police officers were dispatched to
Mountain View Tower on a person stuck
in the east elevator. Police were able to
get the individual out of the elevator. No
further action was taken.
Thursday, Nov. 12
• USU Police were contacted by a university employee about soliciting on
university property. The person doing
the soliciting was referred to the proper
authority who could give the solicitor
permission to talk with employees.
• The USU Police Department received
a delayed report of a pedestrian that
had been hit by a bicycle. This accident
occurred between the Veterinary Science
Building and the Biological and Natural
Resources Building on the main sidewalk. No major injuries occurred.
• Police responded to a medical assist at
the Widtsoe Building. A student cut his
finger while attending class. The student
was transported to the Logan Regional
Hospital for an evaluation on his finger.
Friday, Nov. 13
• USU Police responded to The Hub
in the Taggart Student Center to assist
Food Services with a suspicious student.
A report was filed with USU Police about
the activities of the student.
• The USU Police Department received
a report by phone of some students possibly using drugs. This investigation is
continuing.
-Compiled by Rachel A.
Christensen
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USU offers degrees in most marketable fields
Nursing tops the charts
By KARLIE BRAND
web editor

The five degrees that are most likely to land
a college graduate a job in 2009 are nursing,
computer and information science, engineering, education and economics, according to
an article published by MSN. The same article
rated print journalism, advertising, architecture, and film studies as the least marketable
jobs of 2009.
USU offers programs for each of the five
most marketable degrees of the year, while
offering only one of the listed least marketable
majors.
Nursing
One of the most competitive marketable
degrees is nursing, offered at USU through
a cooperative program with Weber State
University. Jon Kelly, the campus coordinator
and assistant professor of the Weber State and
Utah State cooperative school of nursing, said
the program receives around 125 applicants
and only accepts 30 each year. He said a nursing degree is a marketable career because of
the high employment rate.
“A two-year registered nurse can make significant money compared to other professions
where you’d receive a two-year degree,” Kelly
said. “Graduates can start around $40,00045,000 here in Utah.”
Kelly said a career in nursing offers many
benefits, including good health benefits and
flexibility within the career. Graduates in
nursing can work as nurses in home health,
critical care, emergency medicine, public nursing and general practice environments.
“That’s a huge asset career-wise,” he said.
“Nurses can go lateral or up or move within
the field. It’s very intellectually stimulating.”
Kelly said a disadvantage to nursing is the
difficult work conditions and hours, therefore
inducing a high degree of burnout and turnover.
“Nurses work extremely hard, long hours,
and they work in emotionally stressed areas.
That takes its toll,” he said.
Education
Another competitive and well-recognized
marketable degree at USU is education. The
Emma Eccles Jones College of Education is

ranked 24th of 1,200 education schools this
year by the U.S. News and World Report (coe.
usu.edu). Job opportunities in elementary,
secondary – especially math and science – and
special education are expected to grow as
baby boomers retire. USU’s program is quite
competitive and requires a minimum GPA of
2.75, speech and hearing test, writing exams,
completion of CIL exams, minimum grades in
required core courses, minimum ACT scores,
background check and a group interview prior
to acceptance.
Economics
If USU’s program was the economy, it would
be booming. The program houses about 1,200
students both on USU’s campus and sister
campus in China. Tyler Bowles, economics and
finance department head, said he believed
economics is a marketable degree because it
requires analytical and thinking skills that
employers are looking for in employees.
“Employers want mature, smart students
that know how to think and solve problems,
and economics is recognized as a discipline
that produces those sorts of students,” Bowles
said.
Bowles said students graduating in economics most often land jobs in financial institutions. However, he said because that industry
has struggled in the last year, many economics
students in the upcoming years will find jobs
in government regulation.
Engineering
USU’s engineering program is acclaimed
throughout the country and world for launching more experiments on the space shuttle and
in-rocket flights than any other university. An
engineering degree from USU is accredited
and students have a 96 percent passing rate
on the National Fundamentals of Engineering
Exam.
According to MSN, computer and project
engineering is a growing field and recently
graduated students in engineering are earning about $56,000 – on average $20,000 more
than students graduating in liberal arts fields.
Computer Science
Don Cooley’s, computer science department
head, latest data suggests a 37 percent growth

- See JOBS, page 7

THE FIVE DEGREES THAT are most likely to land a college graduate a job in 2009 are nursing,
computer and information science, engineering, education and economics. USU offers programs for each
of the five most marketable degrees of the year. UTAH STATESMAN photo illustration

Bringing sustainability to USU through a week of events
By CHELSEY GENSEL
staff writer

The USU Sustainability Council will kick
off its first Sustainability Week with a free
bring-your-own-cup (BYOC) healthy breakfast in the Merrill-Cazier Library, Room 101,
Monday, Nov. 16, at 8:30 a.m.
Those who want a cup provided at breakfast or other events such as the open-mic
poetry night on Thursday will be asked to give
a donation in exchange, said Jairo Hernandez,
USU student and chair of Student Engagement
for the Sustainability Council.
The council is comprised of 10 members,
consisting of faculty, staff and students that
“develop and oversee sustainable initiatives on
campus,” Hernandez said. The council, which
has been around almost three years, has six
committees under it.
Hernandez said USU President Stan
Albrecht convened the Sustainability Council
when he signed a Climate Commitment in
early 2007. There is at least one representative on the council from each college of the
university, as well some faculty and Associated
Students of USU representatives.
They chose Nov. 16-21 for Sustainability
Week this year because it coincides with the
Bioneers conference on Friday and Saturday.
Hernandez will speak about student engagement and sustainability to the Bioneers
conference attendees, who are convening as a
branch of the national Bioneers convention in
California.
Because Bioneers begins on Friday,
Sustainability Week events will close out on
Thursday with a charity benefit concert in
the atrium of the Natural Resources Building.
Beginning at 7:30 p.m., the concert will feature live music and a raffle for prizes, such
as gift cards for local businesses, T-shirts, Be
Well meals at The Hub and a bicycle.
Put on by campus clubs like the

Independent Music Club, the Environmental
Coalition of Students and the Aggie Recyclers,
as well as the Sustainability Council, the concert will last until 9:30 p.m. Each organization
will select a charity, and the one that sells the
most raffle tickets will get to donate all the
money raised from the raffle to its charity.
“Most charities are either environmentally
or socially focused or both, and one of the
pillars of the sustainability is social equity,”
Hernandez said, “so whatever they choose will
be applicable. Anything toward the benefit of
humanity.”
Hernandez said that sustainability is taking into account the economy and the environment as well as social equity.
“In short, it is allocating resources today
and leaving them for tomorrow,” he said, “and
Sustainability Week is about celebrating our
successes with that and promoting awareness.”
The funding for the Sustainability Council
from the university has been “reduced to zero”
this year, Hernandez said, which has created a
challenge for promoting activities. He said the
council hopes the week of events will get more
students involved in sustainability.
“We’d like to get to everyone because sustainability applies somehow to every student,”
he said.
Sustainability is not just about being environmentally conscious, he said, it is about
students’ health and future and air quality
– disease control and food quality are all parts
of that.
The Sustainability Council would like students to see that USU is committed to sustainability and that it “should be an important
aspect of the college experience,” Hernandez
said.
He said the university provides a number of
services that promote sustainability, including
free mass transportation powered by natural
gas, free bicycles that students can use and Be
Well meals, as well as giving importance to
energy efficiency in buildings, maintaining its

own energy plant and a self-sustaining recycling center that pays for its own expenses by
recycling.
Sustainability Week features more than
40 events and activities, some of which overlap with Diversity Week and International
Education Week, both of which take place on
the same days.
“We tried to join hands with them because
we are on the same schedule,” Hernandez said,
“but some activities will happen simultaneously with theirs.”
There will be a collaborative poem written

during the week that will be unveiled at the
open-mike night, Nov. 19 at 5:30.
Students can participate in a number of
ways in the week’s events and can join the sustainability council’s Facebook page or sign up
on the Web site, sustainability.usu.edu.
“I hope professors will invite their classes
to their presentations,” Hernandez said.
Prizes will be given to the first 150 people
who register to attend a presentation. There
is a registration table in the library, as well as
online.
– chelsey.gensel@aggiemail.usu.edu

Schedule of events

Monday:
8:30 a.m. – Kickoff breakfast with live acoustic
music, BYOC.
11 a.m. – Dean of the College of Natural
Resources and chair of the Sustainability
Council Nat Frazer will give a presentation on
what sustainability is. Presentations will continue until 5 p.m. and will include the College
of Agriculture, the Slow Food movement and
ECOS. Presentations will last 20 minutes and
they will begin every half hour.
5 p.m. – Movie: “A Killer Bargain,” about environmental pollution and worker health hazards in India; joint activity with International
Education Week.
Tuesday:
11 a.m. – Be Well Hour with yoga for beginners, followed by a presentation from the
College of Humanities, Arts and Social
Science.
2:30-4:30 p.m. – Recycle-a-thon at the
Recycling Center, 870 E. 1250 North.
5 p.m. – Movie presentation by Aggie
Recyclers

Wednesday:
8 a.m. - 5 p.m. – Free emissions testing located
at the Motor Pool Building, 900 E. 1400
North.
10:30-11:30 a.m. – Expo of student activities
and clubs.
11:30 a.m. – Presentation by the College of
Natural Resources.
2 p.m. – Presentation by the College of
Engineering.
4 p.m. – Be Well Hour with free massages and
health assessments hosted by Be Well coordinator Caroline Shugart.
5 - 7 p.m. – Documentary: “King Corn,” about
America’s reliance on corn to supply the food
chain.
Thursday:
11 a.m. – Presentations on buildings, energy
and biofuels by Facilities and the College of
Business.
5:30 - 7 p.m. – Open-mike poetry night at the
Quadside Cafe; free hot chocolate and coffee
– BYOC.
7:30-9:30 p.m. – Benefit concert, Natural
Resources atrium.
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By DANIELLE ADAMS
staff writer

Utah Statesman: If you could
say anything Michael Jackson,
what would you say?
Katelin Parcell: I am sure
sad that you actually “beat it.”
(R.I.P)
US: What were you for
Halloween this year?
KP: I was just my plain, old
self. I didn’t get the memo we
were supposed to dress up but
everyone kept calling me a
nerd. I was confused.
US: How long have you grown
your leg hair?
KP: Well, probably between
the months of No Shave
November and Feb-u-hairy.

Perfect
Partner
Let us
help plan
your big day

You Best Choice for
Wedding Invitations & paper goods
630 West 200 North
753-8875

US: How old were you when
you were potty trained?
KP: It was kind of a long process. There were a few spills
here and there, but my parents
said I couldn’t move out until
the deed was done.
US: Do you like men with or
without facial hair?
KP: Without.
US: What is your dream job?
KP: Nurse. Does anyone need
a doctor?
US: “Star Wars,” “Harry
Potter” or “Lord of the Rings?”
KP: It’s a toss-up between
“Lord of the Rings” and
“Harry Potter.” I like shorter
men but I can’t handle myself
around Harry’s attractive man
scar.
US: What is your favorite
application on the iPhone?
KP: Fart machine. My classes
are way funnier when people
think the boy next to me is
having problems.
US: Where are you from and
why did you come to USU?
KP: I’m from P-town (Provo),
and I came here because, in
my opinion, an Aggie can
destroy a cougar.
US: What is your favorite

FRESHMAN KATELIN PARCELL SAID her favorite Aggie Ice Cream flavor is Aggie Blue Mint.
She said her favorite meal at the Marketplace is a taco and a good smoothie. DANIELLE ADAMS photo

meal at the
Marketplace?
US: What is
KP: Tacos except
your favorite
for when the
Aggie Ice
bottom breaks
Cream flavor?
on me and, of
KP: Aggie Blue
Katelin Parcell
course, a good
Mint, obvi.
Provo, Utah
smoothie. But
freshman
I would like
US: Are you a
undeclared
to take this
True Aggie? If
opportunity to
yes, who made
complain about the pizza bar.
you one?
What does a girl have to do to KP: Long story short, I got
get a slice of plain cheese?
up on the A and kissed this
random, yet very attractive,
US: What is your most used
kid. As we jumped off he told
game on Facebook?
me that he wasn’t even a True
KP: Farmville, all day.
Aggie. Thanks, Jordan Smith.
Farmville, all night.
US: If you could watch only
US: Is there a wrong way to eat one TV show, what would it
a Reese’s?
be?
KP: I love eating Reese’s. I
KP: “The OC.” Every time I
suck out the middle of them to watch through the season I
try and make a perfect ring to always try and act surprised
wear on my finger.
about who the boys pick in the
end.
US: What is the meanest
prank you have ever pulled on US: Who is your favorite charsomeone?
acter on “Scooby-Doo?”
KP: I need to make a confesKP: Shaggy, because I was
sion to suite 403, Building B of really proud of last year’s
the LLC. I’m sorry, it was me.
results after No Shave

Caught on
Campus

November.
US: What is in the box-shaped
locket that you are wearing on
your neck?
KP: The names of boys I’ve
kissed.
US: Have you ever peed in
public?
KP: Hmm, look at the time …
I gotta go.
US: Complete the sentence:
You know you’re from Utah
when … .
KP: People from out of state
come here and think that their
lives have changed, but I swear
it’s not that bad.
US: Would you ever eat green
eggs and ham?
KP: Whatever happens, happens. But I would eat them for
Sam I am, for sure.

US: What is your least favorite
sport?
KP: I like all sports that boys
play.
– danny.lynn.a@aggiemail.usu.
edu

Aggies around the world

Valuable life lessons learned
from the other side of the world

E
She
“I’m
SheSays,
says, ‘Ah,
Can going
I get Yourfor
Friend’s
phone
number?
a record
tonight!

very morning I wake up in Seoul, South Korea. I put
on a pair of 50-cent subway socks that reads, “Happy
Day,” grab some sketchbooks or oriental ink, pass by
the Russian, French, Japanese and Korean students who
live on my floor, step outside to take a fresh breath of pollution and I’m ready for school.
I’ve been studying painting at Hongik University since
the beginning of September. My time here is rapidly coming to a close, as I’ll be headed home in December. I’m
already feeling pretty bummed about leaving.
I think back over the past few months and wonder about
what I’ve gained through this Study Abroad experience.
According to the somewhat questionable compliments I’ve
been getting lately, I think that I have improved.
Besides the usual of having a small head, big blue eyes
and pink skin, I’ve now been complimented on my performance – I think. “You’re working very hard today. Are you
all right?” About one of my paintings: “It looks really good,
I’m surprised.” At least my efforts to assimilate with Asian
fashion are paying off: “You’re getting cuter.” And my personal favorite: “You’re pretty today. What happened?”
I suppose I’ve learned some valuable everyday life lessons. For example, how to get in and out of the dorm when
it’s locked from midnight until 5 a.m. every day. (Unlock
laundry-room door, jump fence.) How to use an assortment of public transportation. (Friend to me: “Make sure
you get off the bus before the tunnel.” Ten minutes later,
me to taxi driver: “Could you take me back through the
tunnel?”)
More importantly I’ve learned some lessons about
learning. When it comes to school, I’ve changed my methodology. I used to be the person who does every assignment, every time, on time. It’s a little different now that
most of my professors don’t speak English and sometimes
the students aren’t so hot either.
These days, half the time I don’t really know what the
project is, when it’s due or how to do it. At first I was

She says, ‘Ah, Can I get Your
Friend’s phone number?

Submitted by

Kyle
Thornock
Marianne
Poulson

- See ABROAD, page 7

USU STUDENT MADISON POPE is studying painting in
Seoul, South Korea. Pope will be returning home in December
and is part of the USU Study Abroad program. photo courtesy
MADISON POPE
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Gender fluidity realized

CLUB NEW YORK PLAYED host to LIFE’s annual Gender Blender Saturday night. The event was emceed by Tim Roghaar and The Utah Statesman’s own
advice columnist Ms. Jones was in attendance. PATRICK ODEN photos

Jobs: Careers in troubled economy

Do you have something to say? Leave your comment at

-continued from page 5
in computer science career positions from
nalists are declining, but the skills journalism
2006-2016. Cooley said although the industry
students are taught are still marketable.
traditionally reflects the current economy,
“What journalists do is gather information,
computer science still typically fares better
confirm information and present it in a story
than most industries. He attributed this to the or argument form making sense to a reader
exponential growth of computing in nearly
or viewer. That’s what journalism has always
every aspect of society.
been. All that’s changed is the pencil,” he said.
“Find me some place that doesn’t have a
Pease said in order for journalism students
computer. There seems to be almost an insato be successful they must be flexible in a fast
tiable need or want for computing,” he said.
changing and “often frightening” market. He
Cooley said most USU
said journalism students
computer science graduare still getting jobs in
ates find jobs in software
a wide range of places,
“Find me some place
development, but there is
sifting and verifying
that doesn’t have
also a growth in computer
information. A list of USU
a computer. There
science careers with the
journalism graduates
seems to be almost
federal government, small
from the last 10-20 years
companies in need of Web
includes not only newspaan insatiable need or
management and the gamwant for computing.” per and broadcast editors,
ing and entertainment
but information directors,
industry.
athletic directors, Teach
“Very few movies nowa– Don Cooley, computer for America teachers, Web
days don’t have some sort
science department head editors and PR directors.
of digital enhancement
“You used to go from
or special effects that’s all
The Herald Journal
computer generated,” he
to Ogden Standardsaid.
Examiner and then to The Salt Lake Tribune,
He said although salaries for outgoing comif you’re lucky. Now students go to who knows
puter science graduates varies, the average is
what. When a freshman comes in and asks
around $50,000. USU’s computer science prowhat they can do, their potential is extraordigram currently has 300 undergraduates and
nary,” he said.
about 110 graduate students.
Pease said journalism students are taught to
So what about the least marketable majors?
be flexible, have critical thinking and analytiOf the bottom five least marketable degrees,
cal skills and have the ability to use new tools
the only degree offered by USU is print jourand adapt.
nalism. Ted Pease, journalism and commu“That’s what a well-educated and marketnications professor and interim department
able college grad looks like,” he said.
head, said jobs for traditional newspaper jour– karlie.brand@aggiemail.usu.edu

Abroad: Learning lessons in Korea
-continued from page 6
extremely frustrated, but there’s nothing
I can do about it. New methodology: do
homework when it feels like it needs to be
done, look around and see what other students are doing, apply yourself, and if the
opportunity arises, see your friends favorite
Korean rock group, Go. These days, I value
learning and experience more than getting
assignments done. The point of doing an
assignment is not to fit a deadline anymore.
Heck, I don’t know the deadlines for any
of my projects. I simply do an assignment
to learn, experiment and experience. I still
value a deadline, but I value what’s more
important too.
Most of all, I’ve been privileged to learn
from the people. I share studio space with
several Koreans. I’ve tried to go there every
day and as a result, I’ve been able to build
some wonderful friendships. We don’t just
paint together. We eat together; we laugh
together; we share music; we share stories.
They ask me about English grammar and
most of the time ... I have no explanations.
In turn, they try to teach me Korean. I
have an assortment of various and useful
phrases such as, “I have an older brother.”

This is Gene Needham, with highly
Gene
Needham
has just
Gene
Needham
has just
returned
skilled diamond
cutter in Antwerp
Belgium. Gene has brought back
returned
from Antwerp,
many great
values of beautifully
cut
from
Antwerp,
Belgium,
with
a large
diamonds. This large inventory of
Belgium with a large inven- diamonds
is now on display at S.E.
of beautiful diamonds.
Needham's Jewelers.
tory inventory
of beautiful diamonds.

This is Gene Needham, with highly
skilled diamond cutter in Antwerp
Belgium. Gene has brought back
many great values of beautifully cut
Buying Diamonds
in inventory of
diamonds.
This large
Antwerp,
Belgium
diamonds is now on display at S.E.
As I entered the diamond
Needham's Jewelers.

A CENTURY OF BUSINESS

district in downtown Antwerp,

A CENTURY OF BUSINES
Belgium, I was once again

Buying Diamonds in
Antwerp, Belgium

thrilled with the opportunity to

be involved with the distribution

of one of the smallest and most rare commodities in
the world ... the diamond.

diamonds are
extracted from the earth in
As I entered the diamond districtThese
in downtown
Antwerp,
mines found in Africa, Northern Russia, Australia and

Belgium, I was once again thrilled with the opportunity to be

many other countries. They are then sold as rough

involved with the distribution of one of the smallest and most

stones to diamond cutters in Antwerp, which has

rare commodities in the world ... the
beendiamond.
associated with the diamond cutting industry for
These diamonds are extracted almost
from the
earth in mines found
five centuries.

S.E. Needham IV

After
making
throughcountries.
the patrolledThey
streetsare
of the
in Africa, Northern Russia, Australia
and
manyit other
then sold
diamond district into the highly secured buildings, I
as rough stones to diamond cutters
in Antwerp, which has been associated with the dianavigated the maze of hallways taking me to the office

mond cutting industry for almost five centuries.

of one of Antwerp’s renowned diamond cutters. This

After making it through the patrolled
streets of the diamond district into the highly
is where the arduous work begins. I was once again

“I’m an American.” “I like you.” “Go away,
you’re crazy.” “What is that?” When I’m
asked to speak Korean I just have to insert
one of the previous, which pretty much
covers all topics of conversation.
The people are so caring. Sometimes
I go to the studio just for a pick-meup, if nothing else. Everyone makes sure
that you’ve eaten, that you’re healthy, that
you’re happy.
Yes indeed, I’m glad I came. There was
a whole other world going on that I didn’t
even know about, and now I have a wealth
of experience and memories that I would
not have gained in any other way.
It’s almost night time as I write this. I’m
going to finish up, go to my favorite food
stand to eat a waffle with ice cream, stop
by the studio, fall asleep on an unusually
hard mattress and stack one more day of
Korea on top of the pile. And I won’t regret
any of it.
Madison Pope is a USU Study Abroad student studying painting at Hongik University
in Seoul, South Korea.
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A new era: Lady Ags rout Utes
By TYLER HUSKINSON
staff writer

None of the players on the
roster were even born the last
time this happened. Friday
night in the Spectrum, USU
beat the Utah in women’s

basketball, 67-58, which the
Aggies hadn’t done in 30 years.
The Utes, who lost in the
second round of the NCAA
tournament last year, visited
the Spectrum for the first time
since women’s basketball was
reinstated in 2003.

JUNIOR FORWARD AMBER WHITE hangs for a jump shot.
White poured in 25 points as Utah State beat Utah for the first time
in 30 years. PETE P. SMITHSUTH photo

Junior forward Amber
White vividly remembers what
happened the last time the
Utes and Aggies met in 2007:
The Utes dominated the Aggies
in Salt Lake, 70-38.
“I knew my freshman year
it didn’t look too good, but
I didn’t want to focus on the
past,” White said.
White didn’t seem bothered
by the past as she surpassed
her career best with 16 points
in the first half and finished
with a game-high 25. White
was 10-of-14 from the field
and 2-of-2 from 3-point land,
part of an overll 54.2 percent
shooting night by USU. White
also had five rebounds and one
assist.
White is a much better
player and she knows it. White
said that last year with Ana
Pares and Danyelle Snelgro in
the front court, she was just
trying to learn. This year she
has different plans.
“This year I am coming in
and trying to take the lead and
trying to fill the void that we
lost last year,” White said.
“She’s definitely a leader off
the court,” head coach Raegan
Pebley said. “She is also a
much better defender on and
off the ball.”
Junior forward Stacey
Howard also posted a careerbest eight points. Howard
scored seven of those points in
the first half.

The Aggies got off to a
quick start and led 18-5 only
six minutes into the game. The
Utes came storming back with
a 9-0 run capped by a Kalee
Whipple steal and layup midway through the first half.
Utah State returned the
favor with a 14-2 run and
pushed its lead to 16 on a
White jumper. The Aggies shot
a blistering 62.1 percent from
the field in the first half and
made 6-of-10 3-point shots.
Junior guard Alice
Coddington continued to play
well on both ends of the floor
and scored 11 first-half points.
Coddington finished the night
with 18 points, three assists
and two steals.
Coddington is another
player on the Aggie squad
who has improved from last
year. Coddington, like White,
knows her performance has
improved. She won’t take any
credit for much improved
offensive output though.
“I just think I have a great
team around me,” Coddington
said.
The Aggie defense made
the Utes’ offense look silly. The
Utes shot 37.5 percent from the
field and a meager 33.3 percent
from the 3-point line.
“It’s not a win without
defense, that’s where everything started for us,” White
said.
It was an overall team

effort that stopped the Utes’
offense, but senior center Lydia
Whitehead and senior forward
Nicole Johnson stopped the
Ute guard and post players
from scoring in the paint. The
Aggie guards also frustrated
the Utes’ front court, creating
many turnovers.
“I think we knew in the end
that defense was going to win
this game for us,” Coddington
said.
The Utes relied heavily on
Mountain West Conference
stand-out Kalee Whipple for
offensive production the whole
game. Whipple scored 14
points in the first half, the rest
of the team scored 13. Center
Taryn Wicijowski had the second most first-half points for
the Utes with eight.
White said the Aggies
weren’t solely focused on
Whipple but on the visiting
Utes as a whole. White said at
the end of the game she didn’t
even know how many points
Whipple had.
“I just know they lost and
we won and it feels good,”
White said.
The Ags led by double digits
most of the second half until
Ute forward Diana Rolniak hit
a layup and cut the Aggie lead
to eight with 15 second left.
This win may have meant

- See ROUT, page 9
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Protect this house
Turbin runs wild as USU clinches winning home season
By TIM OLSEN
sports editor

Robert Turbin, USU’s phenomenal sophomore running back,
needed 68 rushing yards Saturday
to break the 1,000-yard barrier for
the season. Turbin reached that
landmark then added 122 more
yards to go along with two touchdowns as he led the Aggies to a
win over San Jose State, 24-9.
“Congratulations to Robert and
his offensive line and everybody
that’s around him to get him to
1,000 yards,” USU head coach
Gary Andersen said. “That’s a
great accomplishment for a young
man, and I’m proud of him.”
The wind was blowing and the
snow swirling during a blustery
afternoon in Romney Stadium, as
the Aggies picked up their second
conference win of the season.
USU quarterback Diondre Borel
had an unusually unproductive
day, but one week after giving up
360 yards rushing and nearly 700
yards of total offense, a surprisingly stout Aggie defense more
than made up for it.
“They knew as a defense that
they played poorly, and that’s not
them at all. They’re a way better
defense than what they showed
at Hawaii,” Turbin said. “Coming
into this week, the defense was
really focused on that’s not us,
we want to bounce back, we want
to play better and they did that
today.”
The Aggies held the Spartans to
56 yards rushing and 301 yards of

TouchBase
Turbin earns
recognition
from ESPN
BY USU ATHLETICS

Sophomore running
back Robert Turbin has
earned national recognition for his milestone
performance Saturday in
leading USU to victory,
collecting a helmet sticker
from ESPN.com and earning honorable mention
running back of the week
from collegefootballperformance.com.
Turbin is the lone
Western Athletic
Conference individual
to earn a helmet sticker
from ESPN.com, while the
Boise State defense and the
Nevada offensive line were
also recognized among
the non-BCS conferences,
while three other individuals were on the honorable
mention list for a helmet sticker. Turbin was
joined by Nevada running
backs Vai Taua and Luke
Lippincott on collegefootballperformance.com’s
national list.
On Saturday, Turbin
rushed for 190 yards and
two touchdowns in the
Aggies’ 24-9 win over San
Jose State. The 190 yards is
the best individual rushing
total for an Aggie running
back since USU legend
Emmett White’s 233 yards
vs. Weber State in 2001
and is the most vs. a FBS
opponent since White’s 274
vs. Wyoming in 2001.
Turbin’s 190 yards
push him over the 1,000
yard mark for the season,
becoming the first USU
running back since White
did so in 2001. Turbin now
has 1,122 on the season,
jumping up to No. 12 on
USU’s single-season rushing list. Turbin now has
1,624 yards for his career,
becoming the first Aggie
since White (1998-2001)
to reach 1,500 career rushing yards. Saturday was
Turbin’s sixth 100-yard
rushing outing this season,
the most since White had
eight in 2001.

Volleyball to
host Hawaii
in Spectrum
BY USU ATHLETICS

SOPHOMORE RUNNING BACK ROBERT Turbin plows upfield against San Jose State Saturday afternoon
in Romney Stadium. PATRICK ODEN photo

total offense, including a sack on a
fourth-down play from the Aggies’
seven-yard line late in the fourth
quarter. It was the fewest rushing
yards allowed since the Aggies
held Hawaii to 47 in 2007.
Utah State scored on its first
possession for its third-straight

game, and the Aggies never really
looked back from there. Andersen
pulled out the bag of tricks early
when receiver and holder Xavier
Bowman ran 25 yards on a fake
48-yard field goal attempt.
Bowman was able to get the first
down himself, but an outstanding

block by tight end Jeremy Mitchell
sprung the senior and set the
Aggies up with a first and goal at
the six-yard line. One play later
Turbin punched it in for his first

- See HOUSE, page 9

Utah State’s women’s
volleyball team will continue Western Athletic
Conference play this week
with a home match against
third-ranked Hawaii on
Monday, Nov. 16, at 7 p.m.
(MT).
Utah State is 14-13 on
the season and 5-9 in WAC
play following a four-set
win at San Jose State and a
three-set loss at Hawaii last
weekend. USU is
led by sophomore outside
hitter Liz McArthur who is
hitting .179 and averaging
3.81 kills, 1.68 digs and
0.48 blocks per set, while
sophomore
opposite side hitter Emily
Kortsen is hitting .215 and
averaging 2.09 kills, 2.44
digs and 0.56 blocks per
set.
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Skating Aggies chalk up two more in-state rivals
By G. CHRISTOPHER TERRY and LANDON
HEMSLEY
assistant sports editor and staff writer

USU 10, Weber State 5
Utah State survived a fine first period of
hockey by the Wildcats, taking the lead for good
in the second period and erasing all Weber hope
with a six-goal third period.
Team captain Kent Arsenault and wing Jeff
Sanders led the way for USU with four points
apiece as seven different Aggies found the net at
least once. Sanders provided the highlight of the
game when he put WSU goalie Jonas Jorgenson
on his poster, scoring top-shelf on a diving backhand in the second period, a goal that put the
Wildcats down 4-3.
Early on, Weber State provided most of the
highlights, many due to speedy forward Chris
Roberts, who accomplished a rare first-period
hat trick in leading his team to a 3-2 first intermission lead. After dangling right through the
Aggie defense, Roberts beat USU goalie Greg
Finatti with a point-blank wrist shot. After
Arsenault tied the game with a rebound goal,
Roberts blazed down the ice on a breakaway,
fired on Finatti and backhanded in his own
rebound.
“He’s aggressive,” Finatti said. “He’s always
taking the puck to the net and trying to get
under our skin. He’s a good hockey player.”
Sanders helped Jay McFadden equalize for
USU with a backhand dish into the slot, but with
just 49 seconds left, Roberts blew by the Aggie
blueliners on another breakaway and completed
his hat trick, short-handed no less.
“The kid’s got some wheels,” assistant coach
Aaron Burrell said. “You know every team’s got
someone like that, so we’ve got to play a lot more
solid so he doesn’t get those easy opportunities.”
USU had four looks at an open Weber net
in the first but blew them all. Crossbars, an
uncooperative puck, and even a Weber defender
who slid in to block a shot when his goalie was
woefully out of position conspired to keep USU
behind in the game.
Roberts, however, couldn’t do it on his own
for all three periods, especially when clearing
the puck from their own zone remained a 50-50
proposition for Weber all game long. Weber
repeatedly snuffed out its own breakouts by spitting up the puck at the blueline. One such turnover was capitalized on with élan by Sanders,
who said, “Their D-man was trying to break out
and he turned it over to me. I just went by the
guy and went backhand and put it away.”
After Sanders’ heroics nosed USU ahead in the
second, the Aggies’ superior depth overwhelmed
Weber in the third.
“They were gassed in the third period,”
Sanders said, “and we just kept on pouring on
the forecheck. They just collapsed and they had
nothing left.”
Alex Lund, Arsenault and Sanders scored
unassisted in quick succession to open up a
7-3 lead. As the Wildcats fell further behind,
they began to skate noticeably slower, which
exposed them to big hits from the Aggies. First

AGGIE WING JEFF SANDERS flys through the air to score on Weber State goalie Jonas Jorgenson in the second period of USU’s 10-5 victory Friday
night in the Eccles Ice Arena. PETE P. SMITHSUTH photo

Billy Gouthro and then Sanders blew up Weber
skaters on open ice, and the third period turned
into a contentious mess as the Wildcats reacted
predictably to being pounded on the ice and on
the scoreboard. After calling four penalties in
the first two periods, the officiating crew called
17 penalties in the third.
Weber used the power play effectively to
pull within 8-5 on another Roberts goal before
McFadden and Dave Wyman popped in two
more goals for insurance in the waning minutes
of the game.
USU 12, Utah 1
The Aggies ran their winning streak to eight
on Saturday when the Aggies iced the Utes in
Salt Lake City.
McFadden notched a hat trick in Saturday’s
dismantling of Utah. McFadden said his third
goal was the result of a great passing play
put together by Jeremy Madigan and Dillon
Sondergaard.
“The puck got shoved down low,” McFadden
said. “Dillon was going behind the net. I called
for it out front, and he passed it out in front to
me, and I put it on the far left side of the net. I
just snuck in there unnoticed.”
McFadden also notched an assist to his linemate Jeremy Madigan in Saturday’s laugher.
Coach Jon Eccles said the Aggies put a solid
defensive victory together against the Utes.
Saturday’s annihilation marked Canadian

goaltender Dan Cornelius’s return to the ice
after suffering a shoulder injury. USU shutout
Utah for 59.5 minutes of the 60-minute game,
but Utah barely managed to squeak a goal past
Cornelius with 29.5 seconds remaining, giving
the Utes what could be considered a moral victory. In hockey, however, moral victories aren’t
the ones that count. USU utterly embarrassed
the Skatin’ Utes. McFadden said the team didn’t
consider Utah a huge threat going in.
“Basically what we tried to do was work on
some things,” McFadden said. “We wanted to
be prepared for this weekend against Eastern
Washington. I mean, you always have to go play
hard. You’ve got to go work on things you need
to work on.”
This win is one more in a long string of victories against in-state opponents. Utah State is,
in fact, undefeated in the state of Utah. The last
time that the Aggies lost was the first weekend
of October. The Aggies were on the road in
Colorado against perennial powers Colorado
State and Colorado and hadn’t seen competition of CSU and UC’s caliber to that point. Even
then, the Aggies’ combined losing margin in
those games was a mere six goals. Since those
road losses and during the winning streak, the
Aggies have scored 74 goals against their last
eight opponents and have only allowed 21 goals
in that same span.
At this moment in the season, the question is
if the Aggies are the real deal or if the team continues to slaughter every opponent because of

HOUSE: Turbin’s record day fuels victory
-continued from page 8
score of the game.
“We thought for sure
it’d be a pass. We thought
we’d get pulled up, but the
guy kind of dived inside
and Xavier did a nice job,”
Andersen said. “Jeremy did
a tremendous job of coming
off and getting a crushing
block and ensuring even a
longer gain than the first
down.”
Following Turbin’s score,
the weather started to play
a factor as the snow picked
up and began to blow in
sideways, slowing down
the offenses and leading to
seven consecutive punts.
That stalemate remained
until Turbin found the end
zone again with a little
more than five minutes
remaining in the half. The
shifty sophomore took
a pitch from Borel on an
option play to the left, juked

a Spartan player, cut back
to the inside then busted
up the middle for a 35-yard
scamper. Turbin’s second
TD put USU up 14-0, which
was the final score of the
first half.
“The offensive line, words
can’t describe the work that
they did today. They did a
wonderful job,” Turbin said.
In the second half, the
Ags held SJSU to a punt on
its first possession, but a
botched punt attempt on
their first possession led to
good field possession for
the Spartans at the USU
33-yard line. San Jose State
took advantage of the Aggie
mistake, getting on the
scoreboard with a two-yard
run by Lamon Muldrow,
six minutes into the third
quarter.
The Spartans elected
to try a fake PAT after the

touchdown, but the gamble
didn’t pay off for them as
the pass by Philip Zavala
fell incomplete.
San Jose State was able
to add a field goal later
in the quarter, pulling to
14-9, but that’s as close as
the Spartans would get for
the remainder of the game.
Chris Ulinski added a field
goal of his own for USU,
and running back Derrvin
Speight showed that Turbin
wasn’t the only stud in the
backfield rushing for 70
yards and a touchdown on
only seven carries.
Speight’s touchdown at
the 9:35 mark of the fourth
quarter put the Aggies up
15, which was all the cushion they would need to finish off the game.
The win ensures the
Aggies of a winning record
at home for the first time

since 2003. As a team, USU
rushed for 381 yards on
52 carries, the team’s most
rushing yards since 1999.
“Obviously it’s a tremendous victory to be
able to get to 3-1 at home,”
Andersen said. “It’s sure
something that I think is
special for the seniors to
have a winning record, and
that was one of the goals
that we set out at the first of
the year, and we were able
to get that done today.”
The Aggies now have a
short week to prepare as
they host the nationally
ranked Boise State Broncos
on ESPN 2 Friday at 7:30
p.m. The Broncos defeated
Idaho Saturday, 63-25.
– t.olsen@aggiemail.usu.edu

ROUT: Lady Aggies beat Utes, make history
-continued from page 3
even more to coach Pebley, who respects
Ute head coach Elaine Elliott. Overall,
Pebley was pleased with Friday’s performance.
“It was good to see us jump out this
early, and it sets the bar high for practice
and not just games,” Pebley said.
Even though Pebley was happy with the

performance, she did not share the same
shocked feeling.
“We feel we can compete. We have
competed with the two best schools in the
state and we feel we can compete,” Pebley
said.
The Lady Aggies start a two-game road
trip Monday against Portland. The Aggies

then travel to San Francisco for a Sunday
matinee.
The Aggies return to the Spectrum
Nov. 28 and will face Montana Western
as part of a double-header. Tip-off for that
game is set for 3 p.m.
– ty.d.hus@aggiemail.usu.edu

a weak schedule. Utah State, in this recent win
streak, has beaten Utah and Weber twice, BYU
once, and Boise State once along with a couple of
other losing teams. These teams are not the real
competition of the Western region. As a matter
of fact, Utah’s hockey program was only reorganized in 2006 after being suspended in 2003
by the University of Utah administration for
what a University of Utah Web site calls “a host
of violations.” Since then, the Utes have had to
start over. BYU is no longer serious competition.
Weber historically has done well in the region
but seems to be having trouble this year and
Boise State is winless.
The question of whether Aggie hockey is for
real will be answered very quickly. This week,
USU goes up against Eastern Washington
in a two-game homestand on Thursday and
Saturday. In the recently released ACHA
Division II Western Rankings, EWU is ranked
No. 3 and USU is ranked No. 4. McFadden said
the team has been gearing up for these games
for a while.
“We want to stick to our game and come out
hard,” McFadden said. “They’re one of the best
teams in the whole of play this year. They’re a
hard-working team, a well-disciplined team.
We’ve just got to come out, play our game and
go hard.”
– graham.terry@aggiemail.usu.edu,
la.hem@aggiemail.usu.edu

Aggies avoid trap
By G. CHRISTOPHER
TERRY
assistant sports editor

The look-ahead game is
almost as notorious as the
letdown in sports wagering
circles. The Yankees drop a
game to division laughingstock Baltimore on the eve of
a big series against Boston, for
example. Happens all the time.
With a game against No.
6-ranked Boise State six days
from kickoff against San Jose
State on Saturday, the Aggies
could have been forgiven if
they had overlooked the sadsack Spartans and given less
than a fully focused effort.
After all, USU was less than
a week from a game against
America’s Fiesta Bowl sweethearts, a nationally televised
ESPN2 brawl with the BCSbusting Broncos.
With the likely exception of
running back Robert Turbin,
who may well be a regular
Sunday performer one day
soon, this Friday is the only
time most of these players will
be playing football on national
television in their lives.
For the seniors, the upcoming date with Boise State will
be their last shot at redemption against a team that has
not just beaten them in every
meeting but humiliated them
by ridiculous scoring margins.
Nothing personal, mind you,
it’s just what Boise does to virtually everyone they play.
When the game is close,
Boise usually wins via trick
plays in overtime, followed by

its star player running over to
the sideline to propose to the
captain of the cheerleading
team. Then, Boise’s players
help locate lost children until
the stadium empties, when
they go out to the parking lot
to help stranded motorists
change their tires.
They don’t really do those
last two things. And the
overtime-trick-play-cheerleader-proposal thing has actually only happened once. But
embarrassing USU? Boise does
that on the regular.
All of this is apropos of
the fine job head coach Gary
Andersen has done keeping
his team focused this year. San
Jose was probably the worst
FBS team USU will play this
year, but the Aggies brought
their A-game to Romney on
Saturday and handled business.
“We’re in no position to
look past anyone in any shape
or form,” Andersen said. “We
have complete respect for
anyone we’re going to line up
against. We’ve never beaten
San Jose State, so how could
you ever look past them?”
SJSU mounted a rally in the
third quarter, which it won 90, aided by a holding call that
negated a long Robert Turbin
touchdown run. But in the
fourth quarter, rather than
continuing to unravel, USU
bore down hard and continued
to do what it had been doing
all game: pound the football.
BSU had better not be overlooking USU.
– graham.
terry@aggiemail.usu.edu
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The demise of print
journalism?

t was a little more than disappointing to find
print journalism rated at rock bottom of the list
of most marketable college degrees for 2009.
We know the market for traditional newspaper
journalists is on the decline, and we are aware
that the way people are accessing news and
information today is different than even just five
or 10 years ago. But, we feel there will always
be a need for trained, investigative and ethical
journalists to dig for information and tell the true
story, and we don’t see newspapers going away
anytime soon.
Today, just about anyone can get onto their
computer, create a blog while eating a bagel
in their jammies and express his or her opinion
about any topic. This accessibility to expression
is one of many benefits to modern-day technology, but many people are substituting reading
the paper each morning with a quick glance at
an opinion blog written by a humorous accountant or biased politician. However, there is no
accountability, standards or professional training
behind this opinion being passed off as fact.
How are sources validated? How is the information verified as truthful and objective? Was
the information passed on second hand? What
happens to the relationship of trust developed
between the news gatherers and community?
How do we know if a story has been investigated
or is just surface level? The day the community
has a complete disregard for these standards is
when newspapers (and an appreciation for fact
and truth) will disappear.
Is the real reason newspapers are on the
decline because people aren’t willing to pay for
news when they can access it online for free?
Perhaps some feel they will save money by canceling subscriptions and getting news online but
find they don’t check news outlets as much as
they planned on and are becoming misinformed.
It is interesting to note that The Utah Statesman,
essentially free to students, has not experienced
a decline in readership over the past few years as
traditional newspapers have. Students still enjoy
grabbing a paper on the way to class and reading about campus and community happenings.
So, perhaps the answer to the problem of the
newspaper decline is not for them to go away
entirely, but for them to become free just like
their online counterparts. We understand that
as technology advances we must be flexible and
adaptable.
So although we yearn for the days when a
newspaper accompanied a bowl of cereal and
a glass of orange juice every morning, we don’t
see the century-old tradition disappearing anytime soon. People will always need access to
reliable and trustworthy information and there
will always be journalists willing to provide it.
Even if MSN calls us the least marketable degree
of 2009.
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The slippery slope goes vertical

A

startling chant rose from the crowd in
the latest round of anti-government
protests in Iran. The tens of thousands
who took to the streets a few days ago, risking
imprisonment or worse by defying the regime,
cried out in their native Farsi, but in the cellphone videos sent around the world one can
easily make out one word echoing inside a
puzzling sentence: “Obama, Obama!”
Why would the protesters call out the
name of the American president? Listening to
the sounds and watching the grainy images
online, one might think the pro-democracy
protesters – still undaunted after the brutal
repression that followed the stolen elections
in June – called Obama’s name as an icon
of democracy and freedom. Or maybe they
wanted to conjure his trademark campaign
pledge, Change.
The truth, however, is less inspirational and
much more troubling. The full chant went
something like this: “Obama, Obama: You
are either with us or you are with them.” The
protesters are worried that President Obama
is, in fact, helping their oppressors, the people
who are beating, imprisoning and killing them.
How could that be?
The timing of the Obama cry made it particularly poignant. Pro-democracy protesters
had taken to the streets on Nov. 4, the 30th
anniversary of the day when Iranian students
took over the American embassy in Tehran, a
milestone of Iran’s Islamic revolution. The day
is marked as an anti-American, anti-Western
holiday in Iran, with the government busing
crowds for large demonstrations against the
“Great Satan.” This year, the opposition took
advantage of the occasion to show their
movement remains alive against impossible
odds and to send their own message to the
West: Don’t forget us.
Since the disputed election in June, the government has stepped up the level of repression
in Iran. What used to be a regime founded on
a unique combination of Islamic principles,
democratic ideals and popular support has
degenerated into a Middle Eastern dictatorship. The Iran expert Ray Takeyh, until recently
a senior adviser to the Obama administration,
wrote that, “The regime is systematically eviscerating its democratic opposition” even as it
develops its “infrastructure for repression.”

The anti-regime forces, meanwhile, are
nervously watching Washington and the West
try to negotiate a nuclear deal with the same
men carrying out the political evisceration of
the pro-democracy movement.
The focus on Iran’s nuclear program is
becoming a source of concern for opponents
of the regime, and their concern should be a
warning to the West. Reformers – and knowledgeable analysts – worry that Tehran is using
the negotiations to gain cover for its repressive
measures. As long as Washington wants to get
a positive answer from Tehran on its nuclear
program it will refrain from criticizing the
political crackdown or sanctioning the regime
for human-rights abuses at home.
Until now, negotiations with Iran have yielded no results. Iran remains wholly predictable
in its ability to drag out the process while it
continues enriching uranium, arming Islamic
militants throughout the Mideast and oppressing people at home.
The Obama administration rightly wants to
find a peaceful way to stop what most Western
countries are convinced is Iran’s pursuit of
nuclear weapons. But we should remain fully
aware of the price of this policy. Obama was
reluctant to speak out in support of democracy protesters when hundreds of thousands
of Iranians took to the street this summer, and
he remains tight-lipped now. America is surrendering the moral high ground in pursuit of
a deal with Tehran. That makes it even more
critical that Iran not be allowed to trick the
West into letting it run out the clock.
With every day waiting for that elusive
nuclear agreement, the regime in the Islamic
Republic is not only moving forward with its
nuclear program, it is also destroying the opposition. And it is diminishing America’s moral
standing as a defender of human rights.
The chants of “Obama, Obama” raise the
stakes in negotiations. They demand an even
firmer deadline for nuclear talks. And they
remind us that the regime with which the West
may agree to make a Faustian bargain is not
trusted by those who know it best, the Iranian
people it betrayed.
This column by Frida Ghitis first appeared in
the Nov. 12 edition of The Miami Herald.

Everything that dies someday returns

n the words of Bruce Springsteen,
“Everything dies. Baby, that’s a fact.
But, maybe everything that dies
someday comes back.”
All the proof I need about how great
the decade of the ‘80s was can be seen
in how many things from that fantastic
era are now being embraced by a new
generation of slaves to Pop Culture that
live and breathe in the 21st century.

Unconventional
Wisdom

Re-Entry Thoughts

I can almost never go into my
favorite watering hole on a weekend
night without hearing Journey blaring
through the bar room speakers. Journey
should be immortal. There is nothing
like a good guitar riff sandwiching powerful vocals in a neatly packaged four
minutes of bliss. I loved all its songs,
and I feel a tinge of vindication knowing
that the music of my misbegotten teenage years is now considered classic rock
and worthy of a dollar of hard earned
jukebox cash here and there.
There is one thing I should explain
about the wonderment some of us had

Tim Olsen

for that highly popular rock band.
For many teenage boys, listening to
Journey was not so much a testament
to their musical excellence as it was an
experiment in Social Darwinism. As a
teenage boy, I spent my summers down
the Jersey Shore. My cousin Mike, who
at the time was considerably better
looking than me, listened to Journey.
All the girls down the Shore listened to
Journey. If I wanted to hang out with
my cousin, his ultra-cool friends, and
the girls ... yep, you guessed it. The rules
were not complex back then. Assimilate
into the culture and get yourself into the
room. Natural talent and Steve Perry’s
crooning would take you from there.
Another sign I see that my decade
was the best ever comes from how
many of you who grew up after the ‘80s
embraced the video games from back
then. I have a Wii and am somewhat
surprised how my kids have come to
love the Super Mario games from my
youth. It makes me a little teary-eyed to
see preteens grit their teeth and curse
their very existence as they die time
after time in the electronic nightmare
that is Ice World. This past weekend, another Super Mario game was
released. If has four-player action. The
generations will come together in the

ultimate crusade to kill Bowser and his
evil minions.
The video games of my era were
primitive. But, you have to remember
that our time back then was not nearly
as taxed as yours is now. In today’s society, we have conditioned ourselves to
be busy every moment we are awake. In
those days, we had fewer distractions.
A game like “Super Mario Brothers,”
which made the Atari 2600 games feel
like we were playing with a stick in the
woods, was perfect for those years right
before the Internet destroyed our lives.
With Atari, most of the games had simple graphics and were often repetitive.
As we were often bored due to a lack of
computers and cable television service
with only 20 channels, we still played
these games for hours on end. Style was
irrelevant. We strived for longevity. And
then came Mario. I cannot imagine
what my life would have been like without that vulgar Italian stereotype coming into my life.
Trivia question: Do you know what
Mario’s last name is? Mario.
Everyone wants to feel that the
things they did in their younger days
were pretty damn cool. No one wants
to feel that their teenage years were The
Age of Suckdom. There is a good chance

that in 20 years many of you will beam
with happiness as Y2K retro stores pop
up in malls around America. When that
time comes, will you wax poetic about
Kanye like I do Journey? Will you plop
down on the couch with your kids and
fulfill your nostalgic need for speed
with “MarioKart” as I do with “Pole
Position?” And will you try to explain
why Adam Sandler kept getting paychecks for making awful movies with
the same level of frothy bile that I use
telling you guys of the strange career of
Andrew McCarthy, the ugliest man ever
to appear in films.
The old axiom is true: You are only
as old as you feel. Keep pumping out
those Journey songs on Friday nights
and I will never die.
Harry Caines is a senior re-entry student majoring in interdisciplinary studies,
from Philadelphia.
Unconventional
Wisdom will appear
every Monday.
Comments can be
left at www.aggietownsquare.
com.
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About letters

• Letters should be limited to 400 words.
• All letters may be
shortened, edited or
rejected for reasons
of good taste, redundancy or volume of
similar letters.
• Letters must be
topic oriented. They
may not be directed
toward individuals.
Any letter directed to
a specific individual
may be edited or not
printed.
• No anonymous letters will be published.
Writers must sign all
letters and include a
phone number or email address as well
as a student identification number (none of
which is published).
Letters will not be
printed without this
verification.
• Letters representing
groups – or more
than one individual
– must have a singular
representative clearly
stated, with all necessary identification
information.
• Writers must wait 21
days before submitting successive letters
– no exceptions.
• Letters can be hand
delivered or mailed
to The Statesman in
the TSC, Room 105,
or can be e-mailed to
statesman@aggiemail.
usu.edu, or click on
www.aggietownsquare.com for
more letter guidelines
and a box to submit
letters. (Link: About
Us.)

Online poll
There is no questioning the fact that there
are changes facing the
world of journalism. As
the future of America,
how do you receive
your news?
•

The Statesman.

•

Other newspapers.

•

Television.

•

The internet

•

Nowhere.

Visit us on the Web at
www.aggietownsquare.
com to cast your vote.
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Refill your cartridges
& save up to 50%!

WHY?

You save up to 50% vs.
buying a new cartridge.
Frequent Re-Filler
Program where the
10th one is FREE
Convenient Mall location
DROP & SHOP
We refill ALL brands
$3 credit for qualified
cartridge trade-in

VISIT US
at our kiosk in the
Cache Valley Mall

Introducing you to ASUSU
Programming Vice President
Erin Reeder

OR GIVE US A CALL
at 435-755-0270

2 Refills for the Price of 1
or
Get 50% off one refill!

T

o shed a little light into the world of Erin
Reeder, let me start out by saying that I
love Google products, Web site design,
anything pertaining to food, love or money.
Also, I’m a Taurus. I hail from Detroit, Layton
and currently reside in Logan. I have a special place in my heart for all things Utah State
and am fully converted to Aggie ways despite
being a transfer student from a school-thatshall-not-be-named to the South. I am learning to love the cold and love learning how to
ski, cook, blog, code, climb, sing and write.
I write a little on my blog (stopreadingthisrightnow.wordpress.com) and have recently
become addicted to poetry. Please shoot
any suggestions my way.
As for my place in the grand scheme
of things at Utah State University, I happily began working as programming vice
president for ASUSU during the summer and
have not stopped working since. I work with
the traditions director (Homecoming Week,
Mr. USU, Traditions Week, Holiday Lane),
activities director (The Howl, Mardi Gras,
End of Year Bash) and the arts and lecture
director (Po & a Bev, poets, lecturers, musicians) to help bring the best entertainment to
USU.
In my charter, it states that I have the
responsibility and privilege of “enhancing
the quality of student life at Utah State
University.” I am happy to announce that
you can enhance your mundane lives (no
offense) by adding a few simple things to
your to-do list:
How I learned to love college:
1. Check out the calendar at usu.edu/
asusu/ so you always know what’s going on.
2. Get to know ASUSU officers by playing
pingpong on the third floor of the Taggart
Student Center and visiting us at the ASUSU
Information Desk starting Jan. 1.
3. If you like to try new things, try volunteering or planning an event. Meetings are
Tuesday evenings at the big brown table on
the third floor of the TSC. Planning for Mardi

Erin Reeder
Gras and Traditions Week are beginning
soon.
4. Propose a change by submitting your
concerns to the student advocate – the person that is here just to help you have a better
experience.
5. Get involved (cliché, I know). One good
place to start is Aggie BLUE Fall Leadership –
and possibly Aggie BLUE Spring Leadership.
Find out more information at the Student
Involvement Office on the third floor of the
TSC.
How you can learn to love college:
1. Go to USUStab.blogspot.com to view a
current calendar of events that you can add
to your Aggiemail calendar.
2. E-mail me or visit me in my office – we
(ASUSUSG) are always willing to point you
in the right direction. Or, if you have an idea
for an event you want to bring to Utah State’s
campus, come talk to me. My office is TSC
344.
3. Follow through with your ideas – we
can really help you to make them happen.
Remember: College is as fun as you make
it. Disregard how corny that statement is and
take it for what it’s worth. Make this year a
good year.
Comments may be sent to Erin Reeder at
erin.program.vp@gmail.com

When the Search is Serious

When it is time to look for that job, that career-type job, check with The UTAH
Statesman Job Finder first. Just go to www.A-Bay-USU.com and look for the job finder
widget, right thre on the right. Start clicking and start the search. Good luck!

StatesmanSports
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Aggies hold off pesky Weber State
with 13 points on 5-of-6 shooting but got into foul trouble as well
– fouling out with 5:12 remaining.
Aided by USU’s traveling student body, nicknamed the
Spectrum on Wheels, the Aggies used a 12-4 run to open the
second half and build a 15-point lead. USU would maintain a
double-digit lead until there was just more than three minutes
remaining.
“The Spectrum on Wheels or whatever they like to call it is
amazing,” Newbold said. “Sometimes in the game it’s like are we
at home. It’s really great to have that much support and we really
appreciate it. It’s amazing.”
Wesley fouled out with 1:10 left in the game, and the Wildcats
were able to close the margin to as little as four.
“We were fortunate to come in here and finish it and get a win.
It’s always good to get a win on the road,” senior Jared Quayle
said. “We need to obviously be stronger down at the end of the
game. We almost let them back in for the win.”
Green knocked down four consecutive free throws and sophomore Brady Jardine broke open for a layup to put the Aggies up
six for the final margin.
Though the win was a bit on the ugly side, the fact the Aggies
were able to come out on top was a positive sign to Newbold.
“I think the encouraging thing is we got the win, but we can
still get a lot better in a lot of areas,” he said. “That’s a really good
thing and we’re excited going forward.”
The Aggies will have no rest as they stay on the road and in the
state as they take on rival Utah. The Utes lost their season opener
to WAC foe Idaho, 94-87.

By TIM OLSEN
sports editor

Utah State jumped out to a 15-point lead in the second half
then held off a furious Weber State comeback as the Aggies beat
the Wildcats 66-60 to win both teams’ season opener.
Tyler Newbold connected on 4-of-5 shots, including 3-of-4 from
beyond the arc, to lead USU. Newbold’s good play was key as forward Tai Wesley got in foul trouble early and struggled to get into
the flow of the game.
“I got a few good looks right at the beginning and my shooting
stroke felt great tonight,” Newbold said. “Whenever I was open I
just let it fly, and I need to do that. I know I’m a good shooter and
so when I’m open I need to help the team out that way.”
Weber State opened the game with a layup by Damian Lillard,
but that 2-0 lead was the only one the Wildcats would have.
Newbold scored five-straight points as the Aggies pulled ahead of
the home team.
Lillard led all scorers with 20 points on 47 percent shooting but
was only 1-of-5 from 3-point range.
The game was a grind-it-out slugfest between the two schools,
and that was especially indicative of the first half. The combination of this being the first real game and the two coaches knowledge of each other’s system created a low scoring affair.
“It was two teams that knew each other pretty well and kind of
grind out game,” USU head coach Stew Morrill said. “Those kind
you feel fortunate to win.”
Despite the slow first half, the Aggies headed into the locker
room with some momentum as they scored the last four points of
the period en route to a 28-21 halftime lead.
With Wesley in foul trouble, junior Nate Bendall took over in
the post with an array of jump hooks and spin moves. He finished

– t.olsen@aggiemail.usu.edu

UTAH STATE’S TYLER NEWBOLD reacts to getting his foot
stepped on during USU’s 66-60 win over Weber State Friday night in
Ogden. PATRICK ODEN photo

Cross country sends McKenna to Nats
By CHELSEY GENSEL
staff writer

Utah State’s cross country teams concluded their season
Saturday, Nov. 14, at the NCAA Regional meet in Albuquerque,
N.M. The Aggie men came in seventh place and the women
placed 14th.
The men’s team turned out three top-notch performances in
sophomore Brian McKenna, who placed 19th overall, junior Nick
Bolinder and sophomore Daniel Howell, who placed 23rd and
27th, respectively.
“Our men had high expectations, and when you don’t reach
them, you’re pretty disappointed,” said assistant coach Steve
Reeder, “but as you start to think about how it really went, there
are a lot of real positives from this race.”
The top two teams from each regional meet automatically go
to nationals in Terre Haute, Ind. on Nov. 23. Though USU didn’t
qualify as a team, McKenna will be competing individually at the
national meet.
“What makes this a team sport more than anything is that
everyone has to be on that day, and it just didn’t happen,” Reeder
said, “but Daniel, Brian and Nick probably had the races of their
lives, and you can’t discount that.”

Bolinder, who narrowly missed a place in nationals, was excited about his time at regionals.
“It’s hard to be happy when the team didn’t do as good as we
wanted, but for me it went well. I surprised myself big time,” he
said of his 31:07 time in the 10k race.
The women ran a 6k and the top finisher was freshman Alex
Litzsinger, with 41st place.
“They ran well. What you can’t control is how the other teams
run,” Reeder said.
He said the USU women were focused on certain teams to
beat, but the positive for the women is that all but one of the team
will be back next season. They lose only Erin Stratton to graduation, and Reeder believes the meet was good experience for the
rest of the team.
Reeder said two members of the men’s team will not be
returning next year: Steve Strickland and Jason Holt.
“We can’t replace them. They’re good runners, but we’ve got
guys that are ready to step up,” he said.
The remaining USU men’s results were Steve Atkinson in 49th
place, Holt in 53rd, Strickland in 61st and Chio Lopez in 83rd.
– chelsey.gensel@aggiemail.usu.edu
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AGGIE DISTANCE RUNNER JUSTINE Baugh, No. 150,
thunders down the autumn trail. CHELSEY GENSEL photo
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Need a phone number or e-mail on any of
these listings? See www.a-bay-usu.com
for complete listings.
Apartments for Rent
Aggie Village Large Private Bedroom
Spring Contract: Female I am selling my contract for a single Aggie Village Large Bedroom apartment. Will have a roomate but
you will have your own private room. Total
payment of $1633 is the total housing fee
you pay to the University which includes
all utilities, internet, cable, and most amenities. There is a laundry-mat on site with
hook-ups available in apartment. It is a nice
apartment, on campus (only a 10 minute
walk), and near both Aggie Shuttle and
CVTS bus stops. The building, as well as
those surrounding it, are made up of mostly
first or second year graduate students and
juniors/seniors in undergrad. Email Kerry if
you are interested in buying the Spring contract or in seeing the apartment or with any
questions! For a video tour you can go to
housing.usu.edu and click on housing options then Aggie Village.
Female Shared Apartment for Spring 2010
2 Bedrooms, 1 Bath Middle floor Storage
Room AC/Heater Completely furnished
Laundromat Close to Campus CVTD bus

stop directly north of complex High speed
internet & basic phone line included in rent
Amazing Roommates!!!
$825 a semester For more information visit
their website www.bridgerlandapartments.
com or contact me by phone/email Michelle pixiedust_26@hotmail.com (801)
628-5282
Female Private Bedroom and Bathroom YOU
CHOOSE THE PRICE I am moving out of the
valley to do my student teaching, and need
to sell my contract ASAP. We will negotiate
a price that works for both of us! (Normal
cost per semester is $1530) Private room,
private bathroom, washer and dryer, great
roommates, close to campus. (Brentwood
Apartments) Can move in around December 10th. Call or email for more info: 435
851 1219 or lifeisgreat2264@gmail.com
Awesome Female Contract For Sale!
Spring semester contract for sale in a great
apartment! Location is just two blocks from
campus. Also, very close to the bus stop for
the winter! Nice individual room and your
own bathroom! You can’t beat it. Please
come see the apartment and the individual
room for sale. Utilities are relatively cheap
split between you and 5 other girls. It’s the
best student housing I have found in Logan
by far! Because of this, no smoking, no

drinking, no pets. Great landlord that will
respond to your needs immediately. Contact Emily at 435-881-0576
LLC Housing Contract for Sale (Spring semester) For sale: Housing Contract for the
Living Learning Community. It is $1450 for
the semester, but you can pay per month.
Each suite has up to 8 people living there
and has two bathrooms and a kitchenette.
There is also a full kitchen in the commons.
Please note that a meal plan is required
when living in the LLC. All utilities are included in the package and it comes with a
great community!
LLC shared room Contract Living Learning
Community Shared room contract. I need
to sell this because i can’t afford the LLC
anymore and i dont need a meal plan. The
LLC is a very pleasant place to live. There
are 8 people to a dorm with cable hook up
and a kitchenette in each dorm. There is a
plasma screen and full kitchen shared in the
common room of the floor. The Ccst is 1450
for the spring semester and you would also
need to buy a meal plan of 7 meals a week
or more. Please contact me if interested.
LLC Contract and Free Dinner! Contract for
LLC for Spring semester at $1450. Male
apartment. I will also buy you dinner once

you’ve taken over the contract.
On Campus Housing
I am selling my on campus housing for spring
semester. It is for Male or Female and it is
good for anywhere on campus. It includes
utilities, cable, and internet. $1,125 Meredith (435)849-0620
MUST SELL! Oakridge Apartment--3 Female
Private Rooms Availa MUST SELL. Transferring to another school, we need to sell
our contracts. There are 3 available private
rooms for girls to move in. The Rooms are
spacious with a closet, twin bed, and a
desk. The rest of the house is completely
furnished. Utilities are included in rent, internet and cable are also included. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS!!! Aggie shuttle picks you up
in front and takes to to campus for free.
FREE WASHER AND DRYER FACILITIES Game room,hot tub and pool. $335 a
month, you can keep our deposits for the
contract. My roomates and I wouldnt think
about leaving this place if we werent transferring to a different school. Please contact
us ASAP for more information. Move in
middle of December or January 1st. (435)
881-8525 (435) 757-9195 Or contact us by
our email. amber.hirz@aggiemail.usu.edu
cydne.bodrero@aggiemail.usu.edu
Apartment Contract(s) for Sale
Cambridge Court Apartments. Female shared
room. $1163 for spring + refundable $175
deposit. There are two contracts for sale.
Can buy either one, or both. This is especially great for two friends looking to room
together for spring semester. Free wifi,
swimming pool, hot tub. Contact Jessica
at (435)764-1806 or Shauntelle at (435)764-

8714. Email: blueslugbug@comcast.net
Male Apartment Contract FOR SALE! Selling apartment for spring semester 2010.
Will be available by mid November. Rent
is $217.50/month, utilities not included.
Located at 181 E 1000 N #5, right behind
PetSmart. Private room with a shared bathroom. Recently remodeled. ONLY 2 guys
live in the apartment right now, so you are
guaranteed your space. Washer and Dryer
hookups are available. It is only partial furnished so you will have to bring your own
bed and stuff. Will leave couch if wanted.
If interested please call me at (435) 7640024 or e-mail at m.baldwin@aggiemail.
usu.edu.
Femal housing contract for Spring 2010. Two
female housing contracts for the same
apartment at 3 University Hillway #6 Logan, UT for sale for spring 2010 semester.
Apartment is in great location right by campus, located directly behind the Institute
Building on Darwin Ave. Apartment is in
great shape, good kitchen, fully-furnished,
with nice shared bedrooms and plenty of
storage space. Rent is $1,290 for whole
semester and utilities are already paid for.
If interested contact either Tristan Morris
@ 801-809-1136, or Kirsten Smith @ 801913-2331.

Female Contract for Spring Semester. $600.00
contract+150.00 deposit. Utilities between
$20.00-30.00 a month. $30.00 for internet
for the semester-high speed. Shared room.
Fully furnished kitchen and living room. Big
bathroom with two sinks. 4 Friendly roommates. Tons of storage space. Great LDS
student ward. Right down the steps of Old
Main,and a bus stop right across the street!
Great place to live! Need to sell fast! Call
801-648-2514 and ask for Hayley.
Female Contract for Sale
Oakridge apartment. Available now. Rent is
$335 a month, but I will pay the deposit and
one month for you. Great roommates, private bedroom with walk in closet. Utilities
are paid for, including FREE LAUNDRY.
Please call if interested
Shared Female Contract Right off campus!
(spring Semester) Great townhouse one
block west of campus at Hampton Ridge.
3000 sq feet. A shared room is available. It
is $1450 for the whole semester. The roommates are great!! Huge kitchen, loft with big
screen tv. Only built three years ago.

2297 North Main, Logan
753-6444

Private Male Bedroom close to campus and
city bus route Private male bedroom for
rent in three room condo. $300 a month.
Includes utilities, cable, internet, heat &
A/C. Fully furnished. Big screen TV and
DVR. Short walk to campus. City bus stop
right around the corner. blair.j@aggiemail.
usu.edu

The Invention of
Lying PG-13
Daily 7:00, 9:20
No 9:20 on Sunday

Love Happens
PG-13

Daily 4:15, 7:00, 9:45
No 9:45 on Sunday
Sat. Mat. 11:45, 2:00

Up PG

Daily 4:30,
Sat. Mat. 2:30

Hurt Locker R
Daily 9:30
No 9:30 on Sunday

500 Days of
Summer PG-13
Daily 9:35
No 9:35 on Sunday

Harry Potter and
the Half Blood
Prince PG
Daily 3:45, 6:35
Sat 12:45

Surrogates PG-13
Daily 4:10, 7:15
Sat. Mat. 12:00, 2:15
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TimeOut
A collection of student-produced & syndicated
comics, puzzles, fun stuff ... and more
FREE classified ads!.

Reallity check

Brevity

Loose Parts • Blazek

F-Minus • Carillo

Scootah Steve • Steve Weller

steve-weller@hotmail.com

Dilbert • Adams

It’s All About You • Murphy
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Mens Room Spring contract For Sale
$225/month Stop Sign House -Great Location
if you are going to school at Utah State.
Super close within a block of campus.
-Great roommates all are returned missionaries. Lots of fun! -Great place to study
quiet study area. -Washer and Dryer are
available -WiFi internet is available -Cable
television. -This house has a theater that
can fit up to 60 people. There is surround
sound and a projector! Great price, Great
location. Feel free to call me anytime or text
me. My number is (801)419-7636 my name
is Jordan
Female Contract for Spring Semester
Maple View Apartments 657 E. 500 N. Apartment #2,$600.00 contract 150.00 deposit.
Utilities between $20.00-30.00 a month.
$30.00 for internet for the semester-high
speed. Shared room. Fully furnished kitchen and living room. Big bathroom with two
sinks. 3 Friendly roommates. Tons of storage space. Great LDS student ward. Right
down the steps of Old Main,and a bus stop
right across the street! Great place to live!
Need to sell fast! Call 801-648-2514 and
ask for Hayley.
Female contract for sale for spring semester.

Located at 709 East 900 North Apartment
2, short walk to campus and near Aggie shuttle and Logan bus system stops.
Shared room for $800 with a $150 deposit,
UTILITIES NOT INCLUDED IN RENT. Four
others live there now. Fully furnished with
cable hookups, dishwasher, and disposal.
Can pay extra for internet. If interested call
Amber at 801-662-9358
Male student housing
I am getting married and need to sell my contract for spring semester. Great location
within walking distance of campus. Has
a washer and dryer. Each room contains
a bathroom and a shower. Just 1,075 for
the semester or three payments of 359.00.
please call my cell phone 801-726-5289
Oakridge Apartment Contract
Spring Semester Oakridge Apartment contract
$1,490 for the semester. Includes Laundry,
internet, cable, gym, student recreation
area, parking pass, pool, and hot tub.
Male spring contract for Bridgerland apartments for sell, $800 plus $200 deposit to
Bridgerland apartments. You will have your
own room and share the apartment with
three other guys. Fully furnished and free

internet. Available to move in starting in
December call (435)773-8932
Logan Landing Private Room For Rent- female, private room shared bath with one
person. Laundry in the apartment and
pool, hot tub and gym in complex. selling my contract that ends in April. $250 a
month plus utilities. Available asap. If you
want to move in during November the rent
is already paid!!! Call 801.657.1732 or email
chazy_ray@yahoo.com
1-3 Male Private Rooms in House. 1790 N 800
East. Close to North USU. $270 - $320 /
month. Garage Parking Available. 2 baths.
NS*ND*NP
Female Apartment for Rent. I’m selling my
female contract for the Bridgerland Apartments. It’ll be $850 + utilities for spring semester. It’s a shared room, fully furnished,
and comes with free internet. My roommates are amazing! Give me a call 801420-8406. Ask for Kylee.
Male Apartment for Sale. I need to sell my
contract by December first. Rent is $250
a month. The apartment is great. It has
new carpet, dishwasher, washer and dryer,
cable, and internet. Also has super great
roommates and really close to campus. Call
or text Barry at 801-472-1988. You can also
e-mail me at barry_prettyman@yahoo.com
Female Contract for Spring Semester. Shared

room $1075 plus utilities for the semester. Apartment is great, bathroom in each
room, wireless internet included, cable,
washer/dryer in apartment, dishwasher.
Roommates are great, really friendly. Really close to campus, great landlords. Available December 1, 2009. Call or text Nikell at
801-628-6650 for more information.
Female Apartment For Rent
Shared Room in townhouse style apartment
at Cambridge court, 1.5 bath, furnished.
Rec room w/home gym, table soccer,
computers&printers, and big screen tv. Indoor pool & hot-tub. $265/Month +utilities
but heating is paid by landlord! Really cute
& clean. 3 fun roommates. Coin op laundry
located on premises. located at 590 canyon
rd, ten minutes walking form campus. bus
stop out front.Can move in in dec or jan
you decide. ns/np/nd Call 435-720-3337 or
email meg.salmon@aggiemail.usu.edu.
House Close to Campus!! I need someone to
take over my contract as soon as possible
for a single bedroom in a house that is at the
bottom of Old Main Hill. Bus stop is about a
minute walk from the house and Old Main is
a five minute walk. PERFECT for someone
who wants an off campus experience but
not too far from campus! Male or female is
allowed, though roommates are male and
easy going. Rent is $300 including utilities
plus $300 security deposit. If interested,
PLEASE call at (801) 644-6320 or email me
at ally.bernkopf@aggiemail.usu.edu.

UNIVERSITY 6

1225 N 200 E (Behind Home Depot)
• A CHRISTMAS CAROL* (PG)
IN DIGITAL 3D
1:35, 3:35, 5:35, 7:35, 9:35
• THE BOX* (PG-13)
1:15, 4:00, 6:45, 9:15

• 2012* (PG-13)

2:30, 5:40, 8:50

STADIUM 8

535 W 100 N, Providence

• MEN WHO STARE AT GOATS*

(R) 12:30, 2:40, 4:50, 7:00, 9:10

• A CHRSTMAS CAROL* (PG)

• A CHRISTMAS CAROL* (PG)

• MEN WHO STARE AT GOATS*

• PARANORMAL ACTIVITY* (R)

12:50, 2:50, 4:50, 6:40, 8:50

(R) 12:30, 2:45, 5:00, 7:15, 9:30

• 2012*

(PG-13)
1:00, 4:30, 7:40

• MICHAEL JACKSON’S
THIS IS IT* (PG)
1:30, 4:00, 6:45, 9:00

• FOURTH KIND* (PG-13)

1:05, 3:15, 5:25, 7:35, 9:45

1:00, 3:00, 5:00, 7:00, 9:00

12:35, 2:25, 4:15, 6:05, 7:55, 9:45

48 Continuous Hours of Screening of
“New Moon” Opening Weekend

MOVIES 5

2450 N Main Street

• WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE*

(PG) 4:05, 6:55 Fri/Sat 9:05
• COUPLES RETREAT* (PG-13)
1:00, 3:10 5:20, 7:30, 9:40
• WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE* 4:00, 6:30 Fri/Sat 9:00
(PG) 12:40, 2:50, 5:00, 7:10. 9:20 • VAMPIRE’S ASSISTANT
(PG-13) 4:15, 6:55, Fri/Sat 9:25
• THE BOX* (PG-13)
• CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF
1:20, 4:05, 6:30, 9:05
MEATBALLS* (PG)
4:10, 7:10 Fri/Sat 9:20
MIDNIGHT SHOWS FRIDAY & SATURDAY
UNIVERSITY 6 ONLY $5.50
• MICHAEL JACKON’S THIS IS IT*
*NO PASSES OR DISCOUNT TICKETS
(PG) 4:25, 7:10, Fri/Sat 9:25

• STEPFATHER* (PG-13)

Spring semester contract for sale: Rich Hall
$1,125 for spring 2010 semester *Shared
room, has kitchen and living room *University Housing so you get access to a
gym, computer lab, and math tutors that
are only for residents *Great Social life in
this area
Appliances
Whirlpool Side-by-Side Refridgerator. Practically new refrigerator (only 1 year old)
with ice-maker only $650. Model number:
ED5CHQXTQ00. Moving and must sell.
Call Terry at (435) 363-6215.

Jewelry
Beautiful Loose Diamond. EGL Certified .5ct brilliant round cut, clarity VVS2, color
H, If you want more info on the measurements call me. You will not find a better
looking diamond than this one. extremely
clear and near colorless. You cannot see
any inperfections even under a microscope. Valued at $1,600 Asking $1,200
OBO. Call Andrew @ 801-661-6453 for
more info

FOR RELEASE NOVEMBER 6, 2009

Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Crossword
Puzzler • MCT
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis

ACROSS
1 Alaska’s state
gem
5 Sonora natives
10 Soup du __
14 Shepard in space
15 Designer
Simpson
16 Biblical
preposition
17 Nursery rhyme
dish?
19 Island garlands
20 Uncanny ability,
for short
21 Blond Wells race
22 Pained reaction
23 Toaster Swirlz
brand
25 “Time is fleeting”
philosophy?
28 Tumblers and
tongs, e.g.
31 Booty
32 Beneath
33 Bloke
35 One of a cup’s
48: Abbr.
38 Reasons?
42 Cio-Cio-__:
Madama
Butterfly
43 Actress Skye
44 Three-time pairs
skating gold
medalist
Rodnina
45 Gag
47 Reaganomics
principle
49 “Good grief!”?
53 “Just the facts,
__”
54 Posture-perfect
55 Brest milk
57 Garb for
dreamers, briefly
60 Really smell
61 1999
Kidman/Cruise
film?
64 Pencil puzzle
65 Pothole sites
66 Mother of Pollux
67 Sit tight
68 Up to now
69 Sign that
something has
turned?
DOWN
1 Wisecrack
2 Heidi’s home
3 Well-groomed
guy

11/6/09

By Sharon E. Petersen

4 “Ambient 1:
Music for
Airports”
composer Brian
5 Game room
6 Prefix with
-syncratic
7 Military physician
8 African country
on the Med. Sea
9 Understand
10 “’Tis but thy
name that is my
enemy” speaker
11 Interminably
12 Erie Canal city
13 Grier of the
Fearsome
Foursome
18 Think highly of
22 Identity question
24 Singer Stefani
26 Bordeaux wine
27 Drink
excessively
28 Purchases
29 Romance
novelist Seton
30 Bounces back
34 Farm female
35 Came out on top
36 On its way
37 Awarenessraising TV spots,
for short

Thursday’s Puzzle Solved

!NSWERS FOUND
ELSEWHERE IN
THIS ISSUE OF 4HE
3TATESMAN
'OOD ,UCK
(c)2009 Tribune Media Services, Inc.

39 Web site that
users can
edit
40 Focus intently
(on)
41 Large ocean
predator
45 Silks wearer
46 Fast asleep
48 In the thick of
49 Verminophobe’s
fear
50 Splendid

11/6/09

51 TV host
Gibbons
52 Legendary
Broncos
quarterback
56 Helper
58 Japanese
martial art
59 Paparazzi prey
61 Savings vehicle
for later yrs.
62 Cyclades island
63 __-pitch softball
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Monday, Nov. 16, 2009

StatesmanBack Burner

Today is Monday, Nov.
16, 2009. Today’s issue
of The Utah Statesman is
published especially for
John Sergeant, freshman
in piano performance,
from Orem, Utah.

Almanac
Today in History:
In 1532, Francisco
Pizarro, the Spanish
explorer and conquistador, springs
a trap on the Incan
emperor, Atahualpa.
With fewer than 200
men against several thousand, Pizarro
lures Atahualpa to a
feast in the emperor’s
honor and then opens
fire on the unarmed
Incans.

-Clean Drive, all day.
-Sustainability Week, Merrill-Cazier
Library, 8:30 a.m.
-International Fashion Show, TSC
Sunburst Lounge, noon.
-Movie night, TSC Auditorium, 6 p.m.
-Brazilian benefit dinner, Alumni
Center, 6:30 p.m.
-Volleyball vs. Hawaii, Spectrum, 7
p.m.
-Women’s basketball at Portland, 8
p.m.

Tuesday

Nov. 17
-Clean Drive, all day.
-Brazilian benefit dinner, Alumni
Center, 6:30 p.m.

Wednesday

You need to know....

The 2009 Aggie Passport
Experience is coming to a close.
Please submit your passport
with 6, 8 or 10 stamps to TSC
314 no later than Nov. 23. For
more information call 797-1132.

Full Circle and Vilociti Dance
Companies present nationally
recognized Kelli Leighton for
an intermediate and advanced
workshop Nov. 21 from 10 a.m.
to 1 p.m. in the Fieldhouse. $5 for
students, $15 for public.
DESA invites everyone to its
annual Silent Thanksgiving
Dinner. Sign language skills are
not needed to attend this event. It
will be held Nov. 19 at 6:30 p.m. at
Housing Support Services. DESA
members and children under 12
are free and $5 for all other guests,
or a dish of food. Sign up on the
ASL Lab door in the Lillywhite
Building.
A Brazilian Benefit Dinner
will be held on Nov. 17 at 6:30
p.m. at the Alumni Center. Dinner
will also include live entertainment by local musician Robert
Linton and a raffle. Funds raised
will assist the USU chapter
VIDA (Volunteers Involved in
Development Abroad). To purchase tickets call 801-850-3713 or
visit our table in the basement of
the TSC on Nov. 11-13.
USU Golden Key new Member
recognition event will be held on
Nov. 17 at 7 p.m. in the Colony
Room of the TSC. After the presentation, all members are invited
to an opening social from 8-9 p.m.
Refreshments will be served.
The Undergraduate Research
Office would like to announce the
following date: Dec. 4, abstracts
due for the National Conference
on Undergraduate Research.
Visit http://research.usu.edu/
undergrad for more info.
There will be mini fitness
assessments on Nov. 18 in the
library from 4-5 p.m. Check out
your grip strength, blood pressure
and body fat. There will also be a
Bioneers conference Nov. 20-21 in
the Eccles Conferences Center all
day both days. Info can be found
at http://extension.usu.edu/
bioneers.

Sustabinability
USU Sustainability Week takes
place Nov. 16-19 in the MerrillCazier Library. Events during
the week celebrate the success
and promote awareness of sustainability efforts campus-wide.
See activity schedule at www.
sustainability.usu.edu. Prizes
are for the first 150 people.

Linux Insallfest

The Free Software and Linux
Club is having our Linux
Installfest on Nov. 14 from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. in ENGR 106.
Come and see what it’s all about.
You don’t have to uninstall your
current operating system. For
more info e-mail fslc@aggiemail.usu.edu.

CAPSA drive

Nov. 18

-Clean Drive, all day
-Men’s basketball at Utah, 6:05 p.m.

Weather
Tuesday’s Weather
High: 49° Low: 26°
Sunny skies

“Clean Drive” Donate your
Incredible Inedibles. Graduate
students from the FCHD department are currently collecting
nonperishable items: paper towels, paper plates, diapers, cleaning supplies, shampoo, soap and
other sanitary items for CAPSA.
Collection boxes can be found
throughout campus, including
the Family Life Building now
through Nov. 16.

Slow Food meeting

Slow Food on Campus - Join us
for our next meeting Nov. 18
at 7 p.m. in the Cache Valley
Unitarian Universalists Building
located at 596 E. 900 North.
Come enjoy some tasty local
food and learn how you can get
involved with the Slow Food
movement at USU.

STORE HOURS:
Mon.-Sat. 6:00 AM - Midnight,

Closed Sunday
Logan
555 E. 1400 N. • (435) 755-5100
Pharmacy (435) 750-0258

Smithfield
850 S. Main • (435) 563-6251
Pharmacy (435) 563-6201

MARKETPLACE

Western Family
16 oz. Quarters

Large Eggs

97

10.75 oz.
Chicken or Mushroom

Gallon 1%, 2%
or Fat Free Skim

67

Campbell’s
Cream Soup

77

¢

Stove Top
Stuffing

¢

99

¢

ShurSaving Milk

1

$ 79

Swanson
Broth

Fancy Select
Pumpkin

1

$ 27
Peas or Corn

21

59

Meadow Gold
Half Pint

5.5-10 oz. Asst

$

for

Whipping
Cream

21
$

for

Western Family
8 oz. Asst.

Whipped Topping

1

$ 38

lb.

Bakery Fresh
Dinner Rolls

1

$ 99

¢

Nabisco Snack
Crackers

3 $5
for

Sports
Drinks

79¢
Western Family 10.5-11 oz.
In Juice or Light Syrup

Mandarin
Oranges

2 $1
for

10.5-12 oz. Asst.

Lay’s Potato Chips
Buy One Get One

FREE
Extra Large

Western Family
16 oz. Reg. or Mini

Marshmallows

Fresh Crisp
Celery

59

99

99

14-16 oz. Pourable Asst.

10 oz. Bag

Bunch

¢

Kraft
Dressings

1

$ 67

¢

Don Julio
Tortilla Chips

www.leesmarketplace.com

We are located in the
University Shopping Center

Visit our red box®
for your favorite
new releases.
Just $1 per day!

MARKETPLACE

1400 North

1200 North

79

¢

N
A

1000 North

69

¢

ea.

Fresh
Broccoli

69¢

lb.

¢

lb.
12 pk. 12 oz. Cans

2 Liter Bottles

POWERade 32 oz. Asst.

Western Family 16 oz.
Super Sweet White
Corn, Petite

14-14.5 oz. Asst.

www.aggietownsquare.com

Frozen Turkeys

Spiral Sliced
Ham

Dozen White or Wheat

Western Family
29 oz. 100% Pure

5-6 oz. Asst.

More FYI listings, Interactive
Calendar and Comics at

Norbest

Sugar Tree Bone-In

1

$

Moderately Confused • Stahler

Prices Effective November 16th - 21st, 2009

Western Family
Grade AA Dozen

Sweet Cream
Butter

Brain Waves • B. Streeter

Romney Stadium

Nov. 16

Aggie Passport

800 East

Monday

600 East

Today’s Issue

Coke
Products

Pepsi Products

69

¢

13

5$
for

With In-Ad Coupon
4 for $13 Without

WOW!
Just
$ 60

2

ea.

With InAd
& Purch Coupon
ase of 5

